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BISIDRICAL SlIM\RY

Gold

No other metal or mineral has the capability to hold man's interest, or
influence his progression through time, as the allure of native gold. This
interest in gold probably occurred long before religion, and although much of
this early period is legend it contains considerable evidence concerning the
use of gold. However, very little is known as to where it was found, charac
teristics of the deposits, how it was mined and how it was concentrated.

The reasons for this early attraction to gold are varied, but are probab
ly vested in its inherent characteristics which are generalized as follows:

1. Its lasting beauty and color which do not fade or tarnish made it an
ideal metal for ornaments, jewelry and religious rites.

2. Gold is scarce, yet widely distributed throughout the world, which
satisfies a human tendency to covet what is not readily and easily
obtained.

3. It has a high density without bulk, easily formed into intricate
shapes but virtually nondestructable and difficult to imitate.

4. Because of its physical and chemical characteristics, its scarcity
and wide distribution, it became a natural medium of exchange.
Therefore, it came to represent wealth and power wi th the result
that often the allure is not for what it is, but for what it repre
sents.

Historical events from their first recording through the Roman period,
from the fall of Rome to the discovery of America indicate the influence of
gold. This influence is shown in works of art, religious beliefs, discovery'
of new lands, conquests of nations as well as people; and as a universally
accepted medium of exchange for commercial activities between nations and
individuals.

Religious intolerance and the hardships encountered under monarchial
systems motivated the early colonists to our eastern seaboard where freedom
and land ownership were the driving i.ncentives. These same ideals pushed men
and women westward, but this migration magnified to one of the greatest ever
recorded with the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill in california in 1848.

Although gold was first produced in the United States in the southern
Appalachian region about 1792, the deposits were small and quickly depleted.
The California discovery, however, stimulated America with a spirit of adven
ture and enterprise that drew people from all walks of life into every state
west of the Mississippi river, and provided a catalyst of far-reaching conse
quences to the growth and prosperity of the United states.
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It is fairly certain that most of the early discoveries were from placer
deposits in streams or where streams had been before. Alaskan history is
similar, with past and present production predominantly from placer sources.

Alaskan Events

The initial mlnlng for gold occurred near the old Russian-American capi
tal of Sitka in the mid 1970's, but the first major strike was made when
Richard Harris and Joseph Juneau made placer and lode discoveries near what is
now the present city of Juneau. However, the development of this area as a
gold mining district was due to the foresight of John Treadwell. Although the
quartz deposits were of low-grade, he recognized the potential of what was to
become the largest lode mining area in Alaska.

The lure of gold led prospectors from the Juneau area to follow others
over the Chilkoot Pass to headwaters of the Yukon river where moderate success
had been encountered in the sandbars of the Stewart river.

The eventual discovery of placer gold in gravel deposits on tributaries
of the Forty Mile River in 1886 was the first breakthrough to the interior of
Alaska. An influx of gold-seekers into the Forty Mile area, with the natural
tendency to seek out virgin areas to prospect, led to discoveries on Birch
Creek some 200 miles down the Yukon. By 1895, the new town of Circle exceeded
Forty Mile in population.

However, the real catalyst that was to spark future interest in Alaska as
a gold mining region occurred in August, 1896 when George carmack staked the
first claim in the Klondike area. The eventual news of this discovery virtu
ally depleted the pr ior Forty Mile and Circle camps, and started a stampede
that was to become world famous. The reality of this new strike did not reach
the outside world until July 17, 1897 with the arrival of the steamer Portland
in Seattle. The resulting stampede in 1897-98 brought thousands of men and
women over the Chilkoot and White passes to the Klondike and on into the
interior of Alaska.

Rigors of the overland trails did not appeal to many, but fortunately an
alternate all-water route was also available. Ocean going steamers trans
ported thousands more to St. Michael at the mouth of the Yukon where transfer
to river steamers allowed passage for the 1,700 mile trip to Dawson.

The latter route proved fortuitous to the opening of another area to the
cry of IIGold". A few of the thousands seeking transportation to Dawson made
their way to the Seward Peninsula where a promising discovery was made on
Anvil creek in September 1898. Subsequent creek discoveries and the realiza
tion that the beaches east and west of the present city of Nome could be
worked with much less effort, created a major stampede to the new bonanza.

Migration of these early prospectors to other areas in Alaska led to
further discoveries. A major find by Felix Pedro on tributaries of the Tanana
River led to the founding of the present city of Fairbanks and the subsequent
mining district.
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The presence of gold in the upper Koyukuk River was noted as early as
1898, but new discoveries in 1905 and 1908 established towns such as Coldfoot
and Wiseman. The lower Yukon-Kuskokwim basins were the scene for minor rushes
from 1909-1912 where places such as Iditarod, Ruby, Flat and Ophir took their
places in Alaska gold mining history.

Remote areas such as the Chandalar River district, above the Arctic
Circle, were investigated as early as 1902, with a small stampede started in
1906 by the discovery of good pay on Little Squaw creek. However, the inter
est here changed to lode mining in 1908-09.

The period from 1910 to 1918 showed discovery extensions in established
mining districts, but by 1918 a general decline was noted in new discoveries
as well as production from known districts. This trend continued until about
1928 when technological advances in mining systems due to mechanization re
sulted in increased production. An added stimulus was given in 1934 when the
price of gold was raised from $20 to $35 per ounce. As a consequence of price
and technology, a peak production was obtained in 1940.

Production statistics

The production of gold in Alaska, like all metals, was influenced by
discoveries, price fluctuation, changes in technology and political events.
As these variables had an overlapping effect in certain time periods, Figures
1 and 2 show annual production as dollar value and troy ounces respectively.

New discoveries and the establishment of mining districts had the most
pronounced effect as noted in Figure 2. The annual production, in troy
ounces, climbed dramatically with each new discovery over the first thirty
years, and reached a peak in 1906.

The decline in production over the next twenty years was also very ab
rupt. This was due primarily to no new discoveries; depletion of the more
easily worked, higher-grade placer ground and the advent of World War I. As a
result, an extremely low production period occurred in 1926.

From the 1926 low, a rapid increase is noted over the next 14 year
period. Several simultaneous circumstances caused this sharp rise in produc
tion figures. A large increase in lode mining activity from 41 operations in
1933 to 126 in 1941 was a contributing factor, but the major elements were
initiation of mechanization in the placer operations correlated with a boost
in the price of gold to $35 an ounce in 1933. These contributing factors
resulted in the troy ounces produced by 1940 reaching a position equivalent to
the former 1910-1915 level as shown in Figure 2. The total dollar value
production by that year reached an all tirrie high in excess of $25 million, as
shown in Figure 1.

It is estimated that 80% of this total increase is a direct result of the
price raise, and 20% is due to increased quantity of gold as reflected by
mechanization. During this period, small scale hydraulic operations were
being replaced by mechanical systems using draglines and bUlldozers, and
larger scale dredging operations were ini tiated. By the peak year of 1940,
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fifty-two dredges were in operation along with 162 small to medium scale
mechanized placers utilizing some 50 draglines.

War Production Board Order L-208 virtually stopped gold mining by OCtober
1942, but prior to that a shifting of labor to higher paid government projects
closed many smaller operations. Lode mines decreased from 126 in 1941 to 34
in 1943 and placers dropped from 554 to 142. ~~though the Alaska-Juneau lode
mine was exempt from this order, it suffered a gradual decline and finally
closed down in 1944. This year resulted in a fifty year low point, but a
gradual lifting of the War Production Board ban again gave some incentive to
the industry.

The recovery from 1944 to 1950 was not abrupt because the replacement of
equipment was slow and costly, and with the availability of higher pay in
defense projects labor was difficult to obtain. Lode mining suffered more
under these circumstances, and as a result 95% of the gold was derived from
placers. A gradual decline from the 1950 level was a result of the squeeze
between ever increasing costs and a fixed price of gold. Some smaller scale
placers were able to survive because of the abili ty to selectively mine the
richer portions of the paystreak, but an all time low production was reached
in 1971-72.

The increase in the price of gold in the early seventies with the capa
bility of selling in the world market place has caused renewed interest and
reactivation of the placer mining industry. As a result, the annual produc
tion figures have taken a slight upturn in ounces produced, and a more abrupt
rise in dollar value.

Total gold production over the past century is in excess of 30 million
troy ounces, of which 1,153,589 ounces were recorded pr ior to 1900. Placer
mining accounted for 70% of this total.

Mining Methods and Technology

Lode mining in Alaska was characterized by the extremes of small, high
grade deposits and large, low-grade deposits. The Alaska-Juneau, as an exam
ple of the latter, ranked first in tonnage processed in the United States
during its peak years, and was second only to the Homestake mine in gold
production. During the peak production years, some 62% of the total Alaska
lode production was obtained from this one operation. Placers, however,
credited with initial gold discoveries in the mining districts, resulted in
excess of 70% of the total gold produced and have exhibited more technological
changes.

The presence of placer gold on the beaches and in the gravel deposits of
streams was initially responsible for most major discoveries. The early
starnpeders were able to work these deposits and obtain the liberated gold with
a minimum amount of equipment. The availability of water, wood and a few hand
tools was sufficient to make the necessary rockers or sluices to wash the
gold-bearing gravels.
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However, natural obstacles, peculiar to the North Country, also pre
vailed. The gravel sections were often overlain by deposits of wind blown
silt, called "muck"; the gravel and muck were often frozen, and due to the
climate the mining season was relatively short. As a result of these factors,
only the more easily accessible and richest areas were worked by combinations
of hand, hydraulic and drift mining methods, as illustrated in Figures 1.3 and
1.4.

Depletion of higher grade areas prior to 1920 caused a change in open cut
mining methods to utilization of steam powered shovels, scrapers, draglines,
cableway excavators and reciprocating pumps. Although mobility of these units
left much to be desired, the capability of handling greater volumes compen
sated for the decline in grade of deposits.

The development of the lighter weight diesel engine resulting in diesel
powered bUlldozers, draglines and pumps revolutionized open cut placer mining
methods in Alaska. The use of the more mobile excavating equipment and port
able pumping units in the 1930's made it possible to work many deposits that
could not be mined by the earlier, more cumbersome machines.

Improvements in gravel washing and recovery units were also noted as the
somewhat fixed wooden sluice boxes, as shown in Figure 1.5, were replaced by
portable steel sluices, either elevated on steel trestles as illustrated in
Figure 1.6, or employed on ground level. The steel sluice plate, Figure 1.7,
was an influential improvement that eliminated the need for excessive bedrock
drains, and was responsible for the development of simple and flexible mining
techniques.

utilization of mechanical excavating equipment in combination with estab
lished hydraulic methods facilitated the removal of frozen and thawed over
burden, barren gravel and the handling of gold-bearing gravel during sluicing
operations. A degree of sizing and maneuverability of tailing disposal were
also innovated with the dryland dredges. Trommel screens, stacking conveyors
and recovery systems mounted as a unit on crawler-type tracks were developed
into successful washing plants at several properties. These small and medium
sized open cut placer operations, briefly described above, can be conveniently
classified by their recovery units as those having sluices at bedrock level,
those having sluices above bedrock and the mobile, nonfloating washing plants.

Introduction of the bucketline dredge, Figure 1.9, into the placer mining
scene had the greatest impact dur ing this change to mechanized mining. The
capability now existed to mine at greater depths and not be restricted by
water level considerations; to operate on larger, lower-grade deposits at a
lower unit cost; to extented the mining season and to increase the efficiency
of the recovery system.

However, the increased capabilities of the floating washing plants were
also accompanied by considerations that were not as critical to the smaller
mechanized operations. The greater capi tal investment required extensive
drilling programs, Figure 1.10, to determine depth of overburden, depth of
mining section, frozen or thawed ground characteristics, size distribution of
the gravels, vertical and horizontal distribution of the gold and overall
tenor of the deposi ts. If the gravel was frozen, artificial thaw ing plants
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Figure 1.3 Small Scale Hand Hining

Figure 1.4 Small Scale Hydraulic Mining
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Figure 1.5 Hydraulic Mining with Wooden Sluicebox

Figure 1.6 Elevated Sluicebox
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Figure 1.7

Mechanical Mining

With Sluice Plate

Figure 1.8 Washing Plant
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Figure 1.9 Bucketline Dredge

Figure 1.10 Prospecting with a Churn Drill
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were necessary, and the availability of large quantities of water for thawing,
stripping and dredging were required. In addition, when cost and recovery
figures were not compatible, the less mobile dredge was committed to a block
of ground, and could not generally selectively mine only the higher-grade
areas.

In general, the advent of mechanization into the placer gold mining
industry was dedicated to the capability of handling increasing volumes of
gravel to compensate for the decreasing tenor of the deposits. In this push
to handle higher volumes of material, some consideration was given to classi
fying the feed to the recovery uni ts, amalgamation and utilization of jigs;
but the sluice box remained the primary recovery system. Subject to surging
loads of solids and large volumes of water, its ability as an efficient system
for recovering fine gold is subject to question.
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GFlmSIS AND cr.ASSIFlCATION <F PIJ\CmS

Placers may be defined as unconsolidated deposits accumulated by natural
mechanical processes, and carrying one or more minerals or elements that have
been concentrated in commercial quantities. Therefore, all placers are secon
dary deposi ts in that the potentially valuable constituents contained were
originally derived by disintegration of lodes or bedrock sources.

The difference between a lode and a placer deposit is to a large degree
concerned with liberation of the valuable minerals. In a lode deposit, this
is accomplished by man-made methods of crushing and grinding followed by
processes of concentration of the valuable components. In the formation of
placers, nature has employed in a more leisurely way, the processes of crush
ing, grinding and concentration. This allows a definite economic advantage in
working the deposit, but also creates an inherent disadvantage in the ability
to obtain representative samples for evaluation purposes.

It is possible for placers to be formed solely by rock weathering in
which the parent rock is decomposed, leaving an accumulation of more resistant
elements or minerals in a residual deposi t. More commonly, however, the
formation is through a sequence of events which includes erosion of the source
rock followed by transportation, sorting and deposition by water action. Some
of the higher-grade placers may be subjected to other stages of this process
in which the original placer is eroded with subsequent transportation, sorting
and deposition actions.

Basically there are three conditions necessary for the formation of a
placer deposit: (1) the occurrence of gold or other valuable minerals in a
host rock to which the forces of weathering and erosion have access, (2)
separation of the valuable components from the source rock by erosional forces
and (3) transportation sorting and deposition of the eroded material into an
unconsolidated deposit.

A fourth condition also exists which is not part of the formation pro
cess, but is vital to the location of the deposit. This facet is concerned
with deposit preservation, and recognizes that a normal cycle of erosion that
creates a placer deposit will also in time destroy it unless this cycle is
interrupted by an unusual event.

Genesis

The terms weathering and erosion are often used synonymously in conjunc
tion with the formation of placer deposits. Actually, these forces work
together often performing the same function, but are different processes.

Mechanical weathering, also called physical weathering or disintegration,
is composed of the various forces that disintegrate the rock structure without
changing the chemical composition of the mineral constituents. This is accom
plished by: (1) temperature changes which are responsible for contraction and
expansion stresses with reSUlting cracks susceptible to other forces, (2)
frost action or wedging caused by freezing of rain or snow that has entered
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cracks or pores near the surface and (3) plant growth which forces open and
enlarges surface and near-surface cracks and crevices.

Chemical weather ing, also called decomposi tion, changes the chemical
nature of the minerals by contact with the atmosphere, water and vegetation.
Soluble minerals are leached from the host rock by water and carbonic acid,
clay minerals are produced by hydration and new minerals occur by the process
of oxidation.

Erosion is a continual process on the earth's surface as evidenced by
gullies on hillsides, landslides, silt in streams and similar examples. The
external forces of erosion are constantly wearing down continents, but are
balanced by the internal forces which cause uplifts.

GQ1.g Sources: Gold placer deposi ts are found in districts where lode
deposits occur, but there is no definite relationship between the tenor of the
parent lode and the resulting placer. The lode deposit may be high or low in
grade, there may be only remnants present or it may be entirely depleted by
erosional processes.

Distribution of the gold in the parent rock does influence its occurrence
in placers, and the feasibility of mining the lode. If the original lode is
of the disseminated type where mineral bearing solutions have not been loca
lized, then the richness of the placer is dependent upon erosion of extensive
rock masses followed by repeated sorting actions.

Concentrated lode deposits may be by impregnation of mineral-bearing
solutions into zones of fracture or fissure veins. The former usually results
in a system of intersecting fractures with quartz or calcite filling, but many
of these mineralized zones do not carry free-milling gola that would contri
bute substantially to placer enrichment. On the other hand, gold in the
fissure vein filling type is usually predominantly liberated by weathering and
erosion processes to benefit the resultant placer deposit.

Enrichment of placer deposits can also occur by erosion of pre-existing
placers in which additional stages of water transportation, sorting and de
position have reconcentrated the gold in more recent stream beds. This pro
cess may also be applied to normally low-value glacial debris, where reworking
by stream action may result in sufficient enrichment to constitute a workable
placer.

Other Mineral Sources: Placer gold is invariably accompanied by other
higher specific gravity minerals in the gravel deposits and with the concen
trate recovered in a mining process. These mineralS, which are more resistant
to chemical and abrasive actions, usually consist of magnetite, ilmenite,
rutile, chromite, zircon, monazite and garnet. They originally occurred as
disseminated particles or accessory minerals in the regional country rock, but
were liberated and concentrated in the placers by the usual weathering and
erosion processes. In isolated cases, such as the dredging operations of
central Idaho, they have been commercially exploited in stream deposits, but
mining of these placers has been primarily limited to the re-concentrated
beach sand deposits.
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Other minerals such as platinum, cinnabar, wolframite, scheelite and
cassiterite may also be found as placer deposits in some localized areas, and
could be of commercial value as by-products or primary products if occurring
in sufficient quantity.

Erosional Forces: As rocks are decomposed or disintegrated by weathering
action they become accessible to the process of erosion in which the force of
gravity plays a dominating role. The downslope movement of debris is aided by
water, ice and wind usually ending at a stream or river that carries the
material away.

The rate of downslope movement depends to a great degree on the slope
angle. It may be rapid or slow, involve only the top surface material, the
total thickness of overburden material or rockfall only. Massive downslope
movements usually involve appreciable thicknesses of material that move in one
or more of the following modes: (I) as creep or slow plastic flow of overbur
den and bedrock, in some cases, (2) as earthflow or slump when an increase in
moisture content causes overburden to break away and flow a short distance,
(3) as a mudflow when an increased water content develops into a slurry that
moves faster than nonsaturated material and (4) as a landslide involving a
rapid movement of overburden and/or bedrock.

Rainfall contributes a surprising amount of energy to the erosion process
by both impact and run-off. Impact loosens decomposed material and even wears
away solid rock over a long period of time. Besides being a contributing
factor to more massive downslope movements, run-off water erodes in the same
manner as stream and river actions.

Streams and rivers also act as agents of erosion, and in the process tend
to deepen, lengthen and widen their valleys. Besides changing the physical
configuration of their boundaries, they further erode the deposited material
by processes of solution, impact and abrasion as they carry this material
downstream. The limit of this downstream action is the mouth of the stream,
also called its base level.

Transportation, Sorting and Deposition: Simultaneous with its erosional
function, a stream transports, sorts and deposits debris in the formation of a
placer deposit. The energy to accomplish this comes from the downward pUll of
gravity on the water. Most of the energy goes into heating the water by
friction along the stream bed and by turbulence when obstacles are encountered
or moved along the stream bed. It is this friction and turbulence that gives
the stream the capability to erode, transport and sort, but when the stream
energy diminishes, deposition takes place.

The flow of a stream is determined by many factors, but is defined as the
volume of water passing a given cross sectional area in a given time period
(usually cubic feet per second). Therefore, the flow is equal to the cross
section area (square feet) times the stream velocity (feet per second). The
shape of the stream channel determines the cross section area, and the stream
velocity is a function of channel shape, channel roughness, curves in the
channel and gradient of the stream. In general, the discharge volume in
creases downstream as a larger area is drained and the width and depth factors
of the channel increase.
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A particular stream receives its transporting load from downslope move
ment of debris, by the stream's own erosion action and by contributions from
tributary streams. This load may be considered in three parts as follows:

(1) A dissolved load resulting from chemical weathering and from solu
tion by the transporting stream.

(2) A suspended load consisting of fine material whose settling velocity
is less than the horizontal velocity of the stream. This fluctuates
as the velocity of the stream changes due to physical configura
tions.

(3) A bed load consisting of coarser and heavier material that moves
along the bottom of the stream by rolling and sliding actions. A
degree of sorting by size and specific gravity is evident, and
erosion by impact and attrition causes disintegration of particles.

If we reverse any of the conditions of gradient, velocity and volume that
allow a stream to transport a given load, deposition will occur. In general,
a decrease in stream velocity will cause a bed load drop on steeper gradients
and a suspended load drop on shallow gradients.

A stream regulates itself to carry the debris supplied to it. This is
done via gradient change by erosion or deposition so that the velocity is
adequate for the load. A stream that has the proper gradient for this purpose
is called a graded stream. An aggrading stream is one that is lowering the
gradient by deposition, and a degrading stream is increasing the gradient by
eroding its bed.

Dgposit Preservation: Fortunately the accumulation and enrichment pro
cesses that form a placer deposit require long periods of time even though the
deposit itself is transitory by the same stream actions that form it. These
long formation and destruction periods allow man the opportunity to locate and
exploit the deposits formed in past and present stream beds.

When the normal erosion cycle is interrupted by certain infrequent natur
al events, the deposit may undergo longer preservation periods. Possibilities
for this include: (1) abandonment when the stream changes its course or goes
through a period of rapid erosion leaving benches or high terrace deposits,
(2) burial by landslides, floodplain gravels or volcanic action or (3) a
regional uplift or ocean subsidence along the shoreline as in the case of
elevated beach placers at Nome, Alaska.

Classification of Placers

Placer deposits have been classified by many streams based on how they
originated, how they were deposited and the present position of the deposit.
For the purpose of this publication an initial classification will first be
made based on creation, followed by a secondary classification based on subor
dinate types according to the form of occurrence. A primary grouping would
then indicate that there are:
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(I) Residual (Eluvial) placers where concentration of gold is accom
plished entirely by rock weathering, and no evidence of water trans
portation is apparent.

(2) Sorted <Alluvial or Fluvial) placers where subsequent water action
has caused some degree of transportation, sorting and deposition.

(3) Resorted placers in which the primary placer deposits have been
subjected to two or more cycles of erosion, transportation, sorting
and deposition.

(4) Glacio-Fluviatile placers occurring when the erosion and transport
ing actions of glaciers are followed by fluvial processes to sort
and concentrate glacial debris.

The secondary grouping, based on form of occurrence, would show that
there are many subordinate types of sorted and resorted placers, depending
upon cycles of processing. Consequently, it is possible for some subordinate
types to be in both the sorted and resorted categories. A general classifica
tion is presented in Table 1, and a brief description of each subordinate type
is presented as follows:

Hillside (Eluvial) Placers: With the decomposition of outcrops of gold
bearing veins or zones, a gradual concentration of gold follows primarily by
elimination of gangue material. It may be located either directly over the
source, as in the case of residual placers, or on the slopes immediately
below.

A minor amount of sorting and transportation exists by soil creep and
water action, but the debris maintains sharp, angular shapes as opposed to the
smooth, rounded configuration of stream washed gravels.

There is no evidence of a well-defined channel as they represent a tran
sitional stage between a residual placer and the typical gulch or stream
placers. Bedrock is above the present creek bed in elevation with no indica
tion of benching. Figure 2.1 depicts a deposit of this type being worked
mechanically with a backhoe.

Gulch (Alluvial) Placers: These deposits usually occur as a single cycle
of erosion, transportation and deposition. They are composed of a poorly
sorted mixture of gravel and detrital material from adjacent hillside placers,
and characteristically have steep gradients with a narrow valley configura
tion.

They are usually confined to minor drainages in which a permanent stream
mayor may not be present. Gold is usually coarse and well concentrated on
bedrock, but modern mining methods are hampered by the narrow confines of the
valley walls and the presence of numerous boulders. Figure 2.2 shows a depos
it of this type being mined by a loader and dozer combination.

Creek or Stream Placers: Deposits of this type can be classified as
sorted or resorted because they may occur from a single cycle of fluvial
action or be the result of several cycles.
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Primary Classification

1- Residual

TABLE 1

Classification of Placers

Secondary Classification Deposit Characteristics

No evidence of transportation,
Concentration by chemical weathering

~

ex>

11- Sorted 1- Hillside

2- Gulch

3- Creek or Stream

4- Bench

5- River

6- Gravel Plain

7- Buried

Minimum transportation and sorting
by water, sharp angular shaped debris

Steep gradient & narrow valley,poor
sorting with larger boulders, coarse
gold concentrated on bedrock

Increased sorting, gravel smooth &
rounded, gold finer in size usually
concentrated on bedrock but dissemi
nated vertically, channels defined

On limits of present stream at higher
elevations, discontinuant along stream
profile, usually lower tenor

Wider valley with shallow gradient,
finer sized debris, gold finer and
more disseminated in deposit

Flat gradient, wide valley floor,
gold fine and flat, disseminated
in alluvial fan or delta

Characteristics or sorted or re
sorted placers, but isolated from
present stream systems



Primary Classification

111- Re-Sorted

TABLE 1 Cont'd

Classification of Placers

Secondary Classification Deposit Characteristics

1- Creek or Stream Increased sorting action and normally
higher grade than single stage sort
ed stream

~

\0

IV- Glacio-Fluvial

2- River

3- Beach

a- Present

b-· Elevated

4- Off-shore

1- Glacial

2- Fluvial

Increased classification of debris,
gold fine and may be better concen
trated on present stream bars

Closely sized sand and heavy minerals
on thin surface layers, gold fine
and flattened, irratic concentration
due to wave and current action

Located inshore at higher elevations,
debris classified by wave and current
actions, gold fine and disseminated,
no defined channels

Same characteristics of creek or
stream if result of submarine erosion
of bedrock, characteristics of beach
deposits if from present river out
wash

Transportation but no debris sorting,
gold disseminated with no concentration

Sorting of glacial debris, concentration
of gold depending upon degree of
fluvial action



Figure 2.1 Hillside Placer

Figure 2.2 Gulch Placer
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From the standpoint of total production, in most districts they are the
most important gold-bearing deposits. Whether the present stream is permanent
or intermittent, the gold may be concentrated in narrower pay streaks within
the wider channel of the valley floor or fairly evenly disseminated through
the gravels in a horizontal plane.

Considering a vertical plane in the gravel section, gold is usually
concentrated on or just above bedrock with the values diminishing and of finer
sizes approaching the surface. If bedrock is fractured or decomposed, gold
will settle into the cracks and crevices or into the decomposed material.
Figure 2.3 illustrates a cross section combination of residual hillside and
creek deposits.

Bench Placers: These are the remnants of earlier stream deposition which
have been isolated as later stream actions erode to a lower elevation. There
may be two or more sets of benches at varying elevations which lead to sub
classifications. Lower level benches may be called gravel terraces or spur
benches. The former are usually wide, flat gravel deposits with a surface
elevation considerably above the high water level of the stream, but having a
bedrock floor only slightly above the stream bed. The latter are flat topped
spur projections from the valley walls caused by a meandering stream that has
eroded into bedrock. The topographic relations are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

High bench placers are the remains of older deposits, located in a dis
continuant fashion, at a higher elevation on the valley walls. They may be
the remains of continuous stream erosion or the result of a subsequent uplift.
As a rule, these are only partly preserved as the steeper gradient increases
erosion processes.

River Placers: River placers may consist of extensive gravel flats
adjacent to the present river system or a smaller deposit located at the
convex bank of a curve and in midstream below the curve, as shown in Figure
2.5. The former type may be capable of supporting dredging, Figure 2.6, or
other large scale operations, but the latter are seldom permanent so are more
suited to smaller scale mobile activities.

River deposits are characterized by a closer sizing of the gravel, de
pending upon gradient, and the gold is finer and usually disseminated more
uniformly throughout the gravel. The midstream and curve bars show some
tendency for concentration on the upstream end.

Gravel Plain Placers: As rivers empty into main valleys, lakes or oceans
they form alluvial fans or deltas due to the decreased gradient. Gold found
in these deposits is likely to be fine grained and flattened from long dis
tance of travel, and disseminated throughout the gravel plane both vertically
and horizontally. Consequently, these deposits are not as amenable to mining.

Buried Placers: A sudden increase in the load carried by a stream, or a
rise in base level at its mouth, may bury gold-bearing gravels under a layer
of barren gravele Volcanic activity may also bury placer deposits under beds
of lava or ash. These may 1:Je isolated as the stream seeks another channel, or
they may be exposed by erosion to form a reconcentrated placer of higher
tenor.
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FIGURE 2.4 - Terrace and Spur Bench Placers
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FIGURE 2.5 - River Bar Placers

FIGURE 2.6 - Dredging River in South America
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Beach Placers: The formation of beach placers along the present shore
line is the result of several factors in which wave action and currents play
maj or roles. Wave action, especially dur ing the high energy per iods asso
ciated with storms, carries sand from the off-shore continental shelf and
deposits it on the beach. As the waves recede, the finer and lighter material
is carried back to sea, leaving a concentration of heavier minerals along the
shoreline.

Migration of sand deposits along the shore are a function of the direc
tion and velocity of longshore currents, as they are in turn affected by
inshore slopes and shoreline configurations. As waves reach a headland they
are deflected into two segments of longshore currents, and as a result carry
sand and sediments in two directions. At some point between headlands, the
longshore currents will meet and lose their transporting ability. This re
sults in a greater concentration of gold and heavier minerals.

These deposits are characterized by greater amounts of closely sized
associated minerals such as magneti te, ilmeni te, rutile, zircon, monazite,
garnet, etc., and the gold if present is fine grained and extremely flat in
shape. The deposits tend to be migratory along the present shoreline, hence,
difficult to evaluate.

Beach deposits may also be found some distance inland as elevated depos
its caused by lowering of the sea level. These ancient beaches may show
several stages of elevation, as in the case of the inland beaches at Nome,
Alaska. Submerged placers may also exist as off-shore deposits which may be
preserved under a deposit of younger sediments, or as active placers from the
results of submarine erosion of source rocks on the continental shelf.
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Physical and Chemical Properties

No other metal or alloy possesses the characteristics and properties that
make gold desirable for specific uses. It does alloy with a few other metals,
especially silver, but in nature it combines chemically to any extent only
with the element tellurium. This combination, although significant, is scarce
and widely scattered geographically.

The chemical symbol for gold is Au, which is an abbreviated form of the
Latin word aurum for Aurora, goddess of dawn and the rising sun. This desig
nation probably sterns from its familiar color which may range from light
yellow, due to a native alloy with silver, to a dull coppery hue often called
rusty gold. It may also be nearly black in color due to a manganese oxide
stain. However, this is not an alloy and is removable with a slight abrasive
action.

Another physical characteristic that leads to ease of recognition is its
high specific gravity or weight. The terms weight, density and specific
gravity are often confused. Weight designates the force with which a body is
attracted toward the earth without regard to its volume, while density is the
weight of a substance per unit of volume expressed as:

Density = Mass
Voltnne

In this case, mass may be in grams or kilograms and volume in centimeters or
liters if the cgs system is used. If the United States standard is used, mass
will be in avoirdupois pounds and volume in cubic feet or cubic yards. Speci
fic gravity, on the other hand, is the weight of a substance as compared to an
equal volume of water at 4 degrees centigrade.

Pure gold with a specific gravity of 19.3 is seven times heavier than the
common gangue mineral quartz which has a specific gravity of 2.6. The speci
f ic gravity of placer gold may range between 14 and 19, depending upon the
impurities present. This still gives a weight differential in excess of six
per unit of volume, and explains its tendency to be concentrated by water
action in a stream system or a man-made concentrating device.

The shape and size composition of gold particles found in placer depos
its, as with the bulk of the detrital material, is a function of the whims of
the original lode deposition and the subsequent erosional processes. The
particles may vary from relatively large nuggets to minute specs called "col
or". However, the inherent malleable property of gold gives this element an
entirely different reaction to erosion forces than that produced in the asso
ciated minerals.

Mineral particles exposed to the forces of erosion undergo a continual
process of breaking down, but gold particles subjected to the same forces will
become rounded and water worn, and almost always flattened to some extent.
Gold that is ragged and angUlar in shape, with particles of adhering quartz,
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indicates little stream action and, consequently, a short distance of travel.
Pine particles, flattened by impact to a paper thin shape, are buoyed up by
water, particularly water containing much clay or talc and may be carried long
distances by a swift stream. Shape and size are correlated with the distance
from the lode source in that the farther the gold has traveled, the smaller
and flatter the particle.

Under natural conditions gold will not oxidize and is practically insolu
ble to ordinary acids and alkalis. However, it can be dissolved in aqua regia
(one part nitric acid to three parts hydrochloric acid by volume), and in
dilute solutions and sodium or potassium cyanide if the gold is sufficiently
fine in size. The latter fact is taken advantage of in recovering gold in the
cyanide process.

Another property of gold that is sometimes used in recovery and clean-up
operations is its ability to combine with liquid mercury to form an amalgam.
Separation of the gold and mercury is subsequently accomplished due to the
fact that mercury will vaporize at a relatively low temperature and the melt
ing point of gold is much higher. Mercury has a boiling temperature at 357
degrees centigrade (6740 p) while gold melts at 1063 degrees centigrade
(19440 p) and boils at 2600 degrees centigrade (47l20 p). Consequently, mercury
can be separated from the amalgam in a retort followed by cooling and re
liquifying the mercury vapor in a condenser. Caution is stressed here in
handling mercury and in the retorting process as mercury vaporizes to some
extent at any temperature in the liquid form, and the concentrated vapors of
the retorting process are extremely harmful if inhaled.

The characteristics of gold such as color, specific gravity, resistance
to chemical decomposition, resistance to physical disintegration and mallea
bility have for centuries been governing factors for its use in jewelry, works
of art, religious rites and coinage.

More recent applications are noted in electronic circuits for gold's
conductivity, in glasswall construction for its heat reflecting properties and
in outer space exploration for its ability to reflect infrared radiation. In
the latter application an extremely thin layer is capable of keeping tempera
tures from rising above a tolerable level, so it is painted or plated on
missiles, rockets and other aerospace hardware. These applications forecast
an increasing industrial use in the decades to corne.

Units of Measurement and Classification

The precious metals gola, silver and platinum are analyzed, bought and
sold by the troy ounce systeffi; but in countries using the metric system
analysis may be milligrams or grams per kilograms. All other elements are
usually analyzed as percentage, and the metals or minerals bought and sold by
the pound, ton, kilogram or metric ton. Systems of weights and measures, and
conversions from one system tc the other, are presented in the appendix.

The term fineness of gold is often confusing as it has two connotations.
One meaning refers to particle size and the other to purity. Mine operators
generally have made no attempt to obtain a size analysis of gold in a head
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sample, but many have kept records of the size distr ibution of the gold as
actually recovered. A review of these records, from selected areas, indicates
that the minus 100 mesh gold represents from a to 5% of the total gold recov
ered. Although figures of this type point to a probable fine gold loss, the
difficulties inherent in evaluating tailing material or modifying the recovery
system have, in the past, discouraged efforts aimed at evaluating fine gold
losses and increasing recovery efficiency.

There is no regUlated standard as to what constitutes coarse or fine
gold. Therefore, the terms are relative and may be applied by either size or
weight criteria. For the purpose of this publication the following size
classification will be used:

Coarse Gold

Fine Gold

Very Fine Gold -

Particles retained on a 20 mesh screen.

Particles passing through a 20 mesh screen but
retained on a 100 mesh screen.

Particles passing through a 100 mesh screen.

The term fineness is also used to designate the purity of gold, and
expressed in parts per thousand with 1000 fine being pure gold. It is never
found in nature as pure gold, but as alloys predominantly with silver and
minor amounts of the base metals copper, lead and zinc. As an example, 850
fine would mean 85% gold with the balance due to the presence of other ele
ments.

In addition to indicating the purity of gold, fineness may be helpfUl in
determining the gold source. Each lode source usually produces gold of a
definite fineness; therefore, the resulting placer also has a characteristic
fineness. It is often possible to tell from which district or which creek a
placer gold originated by its fineness and the impurities contained. On a
more local level, some creeks contain gold with distinctly different fineness
properties and physical appearances. This usually means more than one source
or enrichment from tributary streams, which can be important prospecting
information in locating additional channels of concentration.

The puri ty of gold processed for jewelry purposes has another classifica
tion based on the Karat terminology where pure gold is 24 Karat, equivalent to
1000 fine. Gold for this purpose is usually alloyed with silver or copper to
increase its hardness and wearing qualities without impairing its color ef
fect. Gold used in older coinage, artifacts and present jewelry is usually in
the order of l4-20K, or 58-83% gold. The term Karat should not be used
synonomous with carat which is a unit of weight for gem classification.

Deposit Distribution

The world production of gold is primarily from deposits in which gold is
the principal product. This is also true for the United States, but gold
production as a by-product of copper, lead and zinc mining operations is
increasing as a percentage of the total gold production nation-wide. Gold
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lode production constitutes the major portion nationally, but Alaska produc
tion has been and continues to be predominantly from placer sources.

On a percentage basis, gold as an element constitutes an infinitesimally
small amount of the earth's crust. Although concentrated to a workable degree
in a placer deposit, its volume or weight relationship to the bulk of the
material is extremely small. Therefore, it is important to consider how it
may be distributed.

How gold may be disseminated in a placer may be viewed along the profile
of a stream, in a hor izontal plane across the valley floor and in a vertical
plane from bedrock to the surface of the deposit.

In examining the stream profile, it is found that rich and extensive
placers are not usually located in the upper portions of a stream where
gradient is steep, unless under unusual conditions coarse gold has concen
trated to form a valuable deposit. The region just below steeper grades is
generally more conducive to the formation of extensive deposits, as the stream
velocity decreases and deposition of higher specific gravity particles occur.

Considering the association of gold with other detrital material and
their differences in specific gravity, coarse gold is commonly found in strata
containing a larger percentage of material coarser than sand. Fine and flour
gold are found associated with sand and pebbles rather than the silt and clay
that mark low water stage of a river.

From the headwaters of a stream to its base level, the normal size
classification of both gold and detrital material should show an increasing
percentage of finer sizes as the base level is approached.

The distribution and concentration of gold in a horizontal plane of a
stream valley is erratic as compared to its distribution in the original
source material. There are a wide range of possibilities that can be gener
alized in three modes as follows: (1) a somewhat even dissemination across the
valley as delineated by the gravel deposition within the confines of the
valley walls, (2) a narrow pay streak within the broader valley confines as
enriched by later resorting action of the stream and (3) multiple pay streaks
of varying tenors as the stream changes course in the process of resorting.

Vertical distribution of gold in the gravel strata is also not consis
tent, but the occurrence of richer zones on or near bedrock is the normal
condition. However, it is evident that the force of gravity alone was not
responsible for bedrock concentrations as these gravels were probably not
formed during one period of deposition in deep deposits. If the result of one
deposition and gravity was not the sole force responsible, then there should
be a vertical pay streak for each period of deposition.

Subsequent actions in the stream system must then contribute to the
vertical concentration process. This is possible as the stream velocity
increases during a high water stage, and locally scours out the gravel to a
greater depth leaving a concentration of gold in the degraded channel. With
subsidence of water velocity, deposition again occurs and the channel is
filled with lower value or barren gravel.
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The movement of gold towards bedrock may also be caused by the downstream
progression of the streams meander band. The current being stronger on the
outer side of the meander cuts deeper in this region, and allows concentration
to progress downward as the stream meanders across the valley floor.

Final deposition and concentration of gold within the gravel layer de
pends then upon a variety of parameters governed by factors of transportation
of the detrital material and configuration of land forms in the drainage
system.

Associated Material

Because the mineral composition of any placer deposit is dependent upon
the type of rocks present in the vicinity, the degree of erosion that has
transpired and the extent of water action, there is usually no similarity as
to mineral content or particle size distribution. However, placer deposits do
share the following features: the valuable component constitutes only a minor
portion of the mass; the quartz sand with "black sands" makes up another
portion; the material larger than sand size is the major portion; and all of
this material can have various shapes, weights and specific gravities.

sand, which is arbitrarily sized as particles between 1/16 millimeters
and 2 millimeters in diameter, is pr imar ily composed of quartz due to its
hardness and resistance to chemical attack. For these same reasons, the
minerals that make up the ''black sand" fraction are also present. The latter
minerals, due to their higher specific gravities, invariably accompany placer
gold as a concentrate in the stream and in the sluice box at clean-up time.
Some of these associated minerals, roughly in order of their abundance, are:

Magnetite - The most common constituent of heavy sand, and often a hin
drance in the recovery system. Not economically important in a stream
placer, but could be of commercial value in beach deposits depending upon
market availability.

Titanium minerals - Ilmenite and rutile are the most common, but usually
of not sufficient quantity in stream placers. They are exploited in
beach placers where deposits are extensive and market availability make
it feasible.

Monazite - This mineral is found in some districts, depending upon the
local source rocks, but usually only of sufficient quantity in beach
placers. Has commercial value because of its thorium and rare earth
contents.

Zircon - Is also found in localized areas with possible concentrations in
beach deposits. Its use as an industrial mineral requires market availa
bility.

Cbromite - A fairly common mineral as a constituent of "black sands" but
usually of no value as a placer by-product.
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Garnet - As an accessory mineral it is a fairly common component, espe
cially in beach deposits. Has some potential as an industrial abrasive,
depending upon market location.

Cinnabar, cassiterite, scbeelite ~ wolframite - These minerals are found
in localized areas. They have commercial value if present in sufficient
quantities.

The main bulk of placer gravels consists of coarse fragments ranging from
2 millimeters in diameter to 10 inches in diameter. Those fragments
larger than 10 inches in diameter will arbitrarily be called boulders.
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sampling Methods

The ability to obtain a small amount of material that accurately repre
sents the true value of a larger volume is a difficult and often frustrating
task. This is especially true of the precious metals in a placer deposit as
they represent an insignificant amount of the total volume under considera
tion.

The major sources of analytical error in obtaining a representative
sample in placer deposits are concerned with the nonhomogeneous nature of the
deposit and the interpretation of the results of the sample. The error poten
tial reaches a maximum when it involves free grains of such elements as gold
and platintml having high economic unit values. In this case the assumption is
made that any sub-sample obtained from the original sample has resulted in an
even distribution of the discrete grains of the valuable components.

As the possibility of obtaining a representative sub-sample with the
above stated conditions is very remote, any successive sub-sample greatly
increases the probability of error. Therefore, the reasonable approach to
samples of this type is to process the field sample so that the valuable
constituents are concentrated. The proportion of valuable to gangue grains is
increased, and if done in a quantitative manner, analysis of the concentrate
can lead to meaningful data for the original sample.

The purpose of the sampling program and the size of the ultimate mining
operation will to a large extent govern the sampling method to be used. This
may run the spectrum from determining if gold is present in a deposit to
accurately outlining reserves to justify large scale expenditures in ground
preparation and equipment.

As there is no standard answer to the sampling method to be used on all
placer deposits, cost to obtain the best information possible is usually the
governing factor. Consequently, the initial sampling procedure may be only
that which is necessary to determine continued interest in the deposit or to
give guidelines for a more extensive exploration program. Some methods to be
considered for this purpose are presented as follows:

~ samples - This type of sampling usually relies on the theory that if
small volumes of material are taken indiscriminantly throughout the deposit,
the combined volume will be representative of the total. It is a cheap and
fast method of preliminary testing to determine the presence cf gold, but has
no real meaning as far as evaluation is concerned.

There is usually no consideration as to the volume of material handled,
horizontal or vertical distribution of gold or representation of the size
analysis of the bulk detrital material. However, samples may be conveniently
taken by pan, rocker or other small scale mechanical devices from creek banks,
pits or other existing exposures of the gravel layer and/or bedrock to give
valuable preliminary data.
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Channel Samples - A sample down the vertical plane of a gravel layer
would be helpful in determining the vertical distribution of gold and some
knowledge of material sizes. A reasonable sample may be expected in dry,
shallow ground, but the complications of wet or frozen ground usually lead to
unsatisfactory sampling results.

Samples of this type may be taken from hand dug excavations, backhoe
trenches or bulldozer cuts. However, they are too expensive to adequately
cover a large area, so are limited to preliminary investigations.

~ Sampling - The term bulk sampling is used here to denote evaluation
made from the total volume removed from the ground. It is in effect a pilot
plant operation which has the advantages of determining the size and charac
teristics of the gravel as well as the system needed to recover the valuable
components. It may also be used to check the reliability of other types of
sampling such as in an extensive drilling program.

Like all sampling systems it has inherent disadvantages. It is not
applicable to frozen or deep ground, and costs are high which limits the
amount of sampling performed. In addition, to assure that all pay streaks are
covered in a horizontal plane it is necessary to cut the entire valley, which
would be prohibitive if the width was extensive.

Sampling of this type may be performed by hand-dug pits or shafts, but
usually mechanical excavators such as the klam, backhoe, bulldozer or loader
is utilized. Whatever the means of excavation, the in-place volume and total
gold content are needed to arrive at the proper valuation. As the volume is
too great for panning, a sluice box or some type of mechanical gold-saver in
conjunction with a screening device is advisable to arrive at a concentrate
for evaluation.

Drilling - If the ground is deep, wet or frozen, conditions which are
especially applicable to Alaska, drilling is the viable alternative to other
methods of sampling. Although a drill hole does not provide a large volume of
sample or give indications of gravel sizes, it does give versatility in the
ability to sample vertically and horizontally over a small or large surface
area.

The type of drill to be used in the sampling program will depend to a
great degree on the information required, and whether the emphasis is on speed
or accuracy of the resulting data. A reconnaissance type program is justified
in sacrificing accuracy for speed, while a program to evaluate reserves
requires more accuracy and closer interpretation of the drill hole data.

The churn drill is an accepted and proven device for sampling placer
deposits under practically any ground conditions, and probably well suited in
small scale operations for both preliminary and final evaluation. However,
its greatest handicap is the slow moving penetration which becomes costly in a
large scale program, although it does allow hole evaluation to keep abreast of
drilling.

Technology advances in the past few years has created a variety of fast
penetrating drills with rotary or impact action that are applicable to placer
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exploration. The capability now exists to speed up the drilling, but the
ability to keep abreast of the drilling program and accurately evaluate the
volume and gold content requires careful interpretation.

Geophysical Methods - There are geophysical methods that may be applica
ble in preliminary exploration prior to a sampling program. They are not
evaluation tools as such, but are used primarily to target the most feasible
areas for sampling.

Examples of these applications are: seismic profiling to locate an older,
deeper channel in the present bedrock contours where concentrations of gold
may occur; and magnetometer surveys for channels of black sands, particularly
magnetite, that are hopefully associated with placer gold enrichment.

Whatever the sampling technique used, it is subject to misinterpretation
if extreme care in conjunction with common sense is not employed in determin
ing the relationship of gold recovered and volume of gravel sampled. Common
sources of error in this respect are related to: (1) underestimation of value
when barren material sluffs into a drill hole or other excavation and dilutes
the gold content, (2) overestimation of value when gold-bearing material other
than the assumed volume is recovered and (3) loss of potential ground if the
width is not extended far enough to investigate pay streaks on either limit.

The data obtained in a sampling program should not be limited solely to
the gold value, but must include the maximum information possible at a minimum
cost. Other information available in determining the type of operation to be
employed is:

(1) - Frozen or thawed condition of the ground.

(2) - Depth and vollmle of overburden.

(3) - Depth and volume of barren gravel.

(4) - Depth and vollmle of mining section.

(5) - Amount and character of bedrock to be mined.

(6) - Vertical distribution of gold in the pay horizon.

(7) - Location of pay streaks in a horizontal plane across the valley
floor.

(8) - Characteristics of gold as to size, fineness, appearance and
amalgamation properties.

(9) - Gross value in the mining section.

Some methods of recording the above information is needed to arrive at an
interpretation of the individual sample in both laying out a comprehensive
sampling program, and final compilation of samples to evaluate a block of
ground. As an example of this procedure, typical churn drill field logs are
presented for frozen hole and thawed hole conditions.
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Holes in frozen ground are drilled without casing because generally there
is no tendency for the walls to sluff. Water measurements of the volume of
material extracted from the hole allow an accuracy such that results are more
dependable than those from a cased hole.

Referring to the frozen hole field log, general information is given as
to the number, location, elevation and time of drilling. As pumping of the
churned material is usually done in two foot increments until pay is reached,
and then at every foot in the pay horizon, this information is recorded on the
depth of pumping column. This data is correlated with the time, and the
deslimed volume of each pumped increment measured in a volume bucket and
recorded as measured volume loose.

An estimate of the number of colors and milligram weight is made by the
panner to give some concept as to the gold size characteristics. The panned
concentrates are saved in elevation segments, extracted from the concentrates
by amalgamation, accurately weighed and recorded as shown at the bottom of the
field log.

The section titled formation provides an important source of information
for subsequent operations. It is difficult to evaluate as the churning action
of the bit reduces the core to a pulp, but does provide data on bedrock,
presence of sand, clay, boulders and other minerals.

Water measurements, if performed correctly, will give an accurate volume
in the pay horizon. The procedure, as recorded in the drill log, is as
follows:

(1) - The drill hole is PLmlped clean of loose material and water.

(2) - A tape with an attached float is lowered to check the total depth of
the hole.

(3) - A small amount of water is injected to prevent the float from
resting on the bottom. This is called the floating depth and
indicated on the log at 48 1-10".

(4) - After a waiting period of 10 minutes a second floating depth of 48 1


7" was recorded. This water rise of 3" indicates the rate of flow
of natural water into the drill hole.

(5) - Known volumes of water, 0.25 cubic foot increments in this case,
were inj ected into the dr ill hole until the t.op of the pay hor izon
was reached. The time, depth and rise was recorded with the addi
tion of each volume increment.

(6) - At the top of the pay horizon another timed period of water in-flow
was noted to give a 2" rise in the water level.

The drill calculation sheet illustrates the corrections and interpreta
tions applied to arrive at an accurate volume of material in the pay horizon,
and an evaluation of the drill sample. An explanation of the calculations is
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probably warranted and is covered under the headings of volume corrections,
general interpretations and value calculations.

Volume corrections - A correction is first made to determine the volume
of seepage water entering the drill hole by natural drainage. This is done at
the top of the pay hor izon and the bottom of the hole by the amount of water
level rise indicated over 10 minute periods. This is proportioned to the rise
obtained by the addition of 0.25 cu. ft. at the top and bottom. An average
rise of 0.042 cu. ft./10 min. is noted. Assuming that the pay horizon is from
32' to 41', and water measurements through this zone were taken over a 15
minute period; then 0.063 cu. ft. of water entered by natural processes. This
volume should then be added to the amount injected.

The uncorrected water volume is that amount added in the selected pay
horizon. This amounts to 2.25 cu. ft. in the zone from the 32' level to the
42' level, which is an inclusive zone of 9 feet. However, as the added water
volumes did not start or stop exactly at these levels, corrections are made at
the top and bottom to adjust the volumes. This volume adjustment is again
proportioned to the rise noted by adding known increments of water in the same
vicinity. In this particular case a negative adjustment of 0.344 cu. ft. is
applied.

The corrected water volume is then the uncorrected water volume minus the
pay horizon correction, plus the seepage correction, to give a corrected value
of 0.969 cu. ft. in the pay horizon.

General interpretations - Interpretations of the panning results on the
drill log leads to the assumption that the pay horizon starts at 32' and
terminates at 42' which includes 2' of bedrock. This gives an inclusive pay
horizon of 9', but as the top of gravel starts at 24' and the additional 8'
will also be mined, a mining section of 17' is indicated~

As it is helpful to know the relationship between actual volume recovered
and volume that should have been present, this calculation is also made. The
deslimed volume measured in the pumping operations, in the pay horizon, is
presented as a ratio of the measured volume to show a 56.6% volume recovery.
This is feasible in this case with the presence of clay and decomposed bed
rock, and will give some concept of solids not carried away by suspension in
the water.

The calculations for each drill log to arrive at a value become a little
complex if many drill logs are concerned. Therefore, it is appropriate to
arrive at a creek factor composed of those parameters which are constant for a
partiCUlar area. Constant factors are: $ value per troy ounce, fineness of
gold, conversion of cubic feet to cubic yards, conversion of milligrams to
troy ounces and conversion of $ to cents. This results in the following
formula:

Creek Factor = (value/trqy ounce) (fineness) (27) (lOO)
(31,103 rng./troy ounce)

If we assume a gold fineness of 900 and a gold value of $400 per troy
ounce, the following results:
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Creek Factor = ($400) (0.900) (27) (100) = 31.25
31,103

Value calculations - Knowing the volume of the sample within the pay
horizon, the creek factor and the weight of gold in the pay horizon, a simple
calculation then gives the value in c/cu. yds. within the pay horizon.

This can be converted to i/cu. yd. of mining section by a proportion of
the pay horizon depth to mining section depth, and to value per sq. ft. of
bedrock by proportion of mining section depth to a 27' depth. These calcula
tions are illustrated on the drill calculation sheet.

Holes drilled in thawed, unconsolidated material will sluff, and result
in inaccurate evaluation of volume and value. To prevent this, casing must be
driven and evaluation made on the basis of the drive shoe and casing dimen
sions. The same field log may be used to record the pertinent data with
variations in recording and calCUlations, as shown on the sample log.

The depth of casing, as indicated on the field log, is the distance from
the surface to the bottom of the drive shoe. As much as possible, an attempt
is made to keep the drive shoe ahead of the bit to prevent dilution or enrich
ment caused by sluffing. However, this is not always possible, and it is
sometimes necessary to drill ahead of the drive shoe when the casing will not
drive.

Core before pumping indicates the amount of mater ial forced into the
casing as it is driven, and core after pumping shows the material remaining in
the casing after it has been pumped. In the event that the core is pumped
below the casing it is indicated as a minus value.

A process called "night capping" is used to prevent deliberate salting of
a drill hole that is incompleted when the crew has gone off shift. A measured
amount of gold-free material is poured into the hole, and will be pumped out
and panned the following morning to see if salting has been attempted.

Evaluation of a cased drill hole is primarily concerned with arriving at
accurate analysis of the volume represented. The actual calculations, as
shown on the calculation sheet, are easier than for the frozen hole, but
considerably more interpretation is required to arrive at a plausible esti
mate. Several methods may be used, and are illustrated here using the same
creek factor as presented for the frozen hole calculations.

Based .QD. theoretical volume - The volume of material, in cubic feet, that
should enter the casing is a function of the area of the drive shoe circle
times the depth of casing driven in feet. A 7 1/2" diameter drive shoe
represents a circle area of 0.3068 square feet, which when multiplied by the
pay horizon depth indicates the theoretical volume of material recovered while
in the pay horizon. However, this method is not infallible as material out
side of the drive shoe area may sluff in, especially if it is necessary to
drill ahead of the drive shoe.
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DRILL CALCUL/\TION S~~Er.:l·
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.~~.?;_~.g~ __::: Q..•..Q.41_..s;..!_ t .._L_.1.Q Uli.n~ _._ _..

..~ ~)_ ..~ l~..-?_..J..t?_rni.!}.~J =:. Q Q.§.2.._~..•J~:.!._ _ .

D ~;u:.r.e.c.t..e.d W.a..tj;~r :\lQ.lllme.._ _ _.._ .

~ 9J? =}..~..?..~ E:_~.t..~ _ _._ _ _ _ _.._ _ _

~.__~_Qt._,_ :;:,_.1..J'..5.Q_ c..,..f _.._.._ __ __

~~ ..JJQK1.?QIL_::: -2_~ ..f.?_._S;_·.J..~ _ _.._._.._.._.._ _.

av Horizon Correction

~. I~.p..~ ~.l.~} ~_..Q.~..?~ ~_.g..:..~..?.? 5':_•. f .:..._ _ .
t Bot.= 9/13 x 0.25 = 0.172 ·c.f.

CREEK NQ Name _._ _ .

CLAIM

Thawed or Frozen

Size of Hole 6.~.'................... Muck 2.4. _..__._....-tt.
Depth to Grnvel Z~ ft. Gravel 1.5. __.._....-tt.
Depth to Bedro~k ..l9. ,ft. nedrock .2_ _._...-tt.
Depth a! Hole A.9. .ft. Dredging section _.._1..7_ ....ft.

Nature and Character of Bcdrocl::: _ .s.£.bJ.J2..t...--..--- .
_ P_~~.~!E.p..Q..~.~.9 ~ H.9-.I.Q _._-_ __.

Nature Rnd Character of Gravels: _.._ _ __..__._ .

_ y?;S?~~.~ ~.~.~J~ ?9..IP.~ f.l§.~ _ - _ _-_ .

\Vater Level - - - ..----

Elev.- Volume from casing _..cu. yds.

Collar of Hole..l.3..7.A .ft. Vol. from core 19ths _ ..cu. yds.

Top of Gravel...13.5.O' ft. Vol. Loose meas. . _ cu. )'ds.

Top of Bedrock..1}}:? .ft. '''01. wa ter dIsplace _ ..cu. yds.

Bottom Hole .1.3.25 .ft. Vol. for estimate _ ..cu. ~·ds.

Q.r:.r.e.c..te.d \lat.e.r ~.Ql.ume._ _ _.._ ..__..__ .
I

A. 5 :::_..Q..\_11.2.::: Q..!..1.Z.2 .=. 1.!..2.Q.6 _ _.._ _..
. 906 + 0.063 = 1.969 c.f.-.- _..__ _ _ __ -- _ - .._. _.._ __ -_ __._-- _..

Gold 9.3. .Mgs ct.

fromJ2 toJ..7.... .2.fL..Mgs ct.

from}~ to.~9... ??. MgS ct.

from to.......... . Mgs ct.

ct. Per Cubic Yard

by actual displace...._.._ ...ct.

Adjusted from log ._ct.

3..Lue of Ground

... ..._ _ - _ --_ -_ .._.._ __.._--_.__ _ - .

/v.Y. = (93) (31.25 = 1476.0 P.H._ _.._ _-_ _.. _........ ;. -- _ -..- ...- __ _-_ _..

'" -.__ _..1..•..9.6.9. _.._ __ __ _

......._ _ _._ - .._ _-_._ _ _ _.._ __ - ..

.... ~ - - ••••••- - - •• - ••----.-.-• ... _ __••-_._ _ .1

31.4 x 17/27 = 492.0 ¢/sq.ft. B.R.
......._ _ _ _..__ _ _.._ _ -_ .._ _- .

___ .._-_ _-_ -.__ _._.._.-._..- _-_ _..-._-_.._-----

-_ ..__ _..__ _ _ _._---_ __.._ _-.----- _ _-

, - _ _ __ -.__ ..__ _ _-

from to.......... . Mgs ct. Taken for estimat.e ct.

GENERAL REi\fARKS

..s..l..:lm~.d....~Q.1.JJ.TIt~ ....JIL..P.....H..!.....:::....t~_l.QJ ....f.~..t..:-.. ._

. J..•..1.0.3 ;:::.._5.6..,..5.1o C.Le.an~.d S_QJ.W.~L _._.._ .
······i·~··9·69······_···············..················ -.---.---
............. - -_.._ __ - .._ _ _ _._.-_ _----

Creek Factor = 31.25............................_ _._..- - _ _ __ - __.._.._-_.~ __ -_.._-- -

Calculated by _ __ _ .
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FROZEN HOLE

Drill No .4 . FIELD LOG
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Based Qfi core~ - The core rise within the casing may also be used to
determine the volume represent~ However, as there is a difference between
the inside diameter of a 7 1/2" drive shoe and a 6" casing, a compensating
factor must be applie~ A one foot drive with a 7 1/2" shoe should result in
a 1.7' or 20.4" rise in the 6" casing on a theoretical basis.

The actual core rise of 115" through the pay horizon, shown in the
example, is adjusted as a percentage of the theoretical rise, and calculations
are made based on that factor.

Based on Keystone (Radford) factor - This factor is based on the observa
tions of Mr. Radford, who contended that normally a 7 1/2" drive shoe would
cut less than the theoretical 0.3068 sq. ft. area. His experience and experi
mental observations led to a fairly wide acceptance of 0.27 sq. ft. as a more
realistic figure than the theoretical value. This decreases the volume para
meter, and increases the evaluation as noted in the calculations.

Comparison rith M adjacent frozen bQk - Another method employed is to
compare the measured volume loose with that of a nearby frozen hole. This may
be the most accurate approach in determining the actual volume, but circum
stances usually do not provide a convenient frozen hole in the vicinity.

A comparison of the three methods on the calculation sheet shows a wide
range of values between the theoretical volume and core rise techniques. The
Keystone factor presents an average of the two, and as the core rise appears
to be fairly constant in the pay horizon it may be assumed that the theoreti
cal volume method is not val id in this particular case.

Area Evaluation

It has been established that a drill hole, or other sampling techniques,
will give certain information in the vicinity of that sample location, but it
is desirable to cover a portion or the total placer deposit under considera
tion. With this end view in mind, it is essential that the initial planning
in laying out a drilling or sampling program ensures that the maximum informa
tion will be available at the minimum cost.

The information attainable from one sampling or dr illing location has
been outlined, and by combining data from several locations the following may
be established:

(1) - The volume of overburden to remove.

(2) - The volume of barren gravel to remove all if not part of the mining
section.

(3) - The volume of material in the mining section.

(4) - The horizontal distribution of gold to arrive at economic mining
limits.

(5) - The gross value of the deposit within the mining limits.
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(6) - By connecting drill holes across the valley and along the stream
profile, cross-sections and profiles can be constructed which will
aid in developing the mining plan.

Depending upon the purposes and needs, three methods have been commonly
employed in the evaluation of placer deposits:

~ Block piagram Method - This system consists of averaging data from
several sample locations in a square or rectangular shaped block of ground, as
shown in Figure 4.1. In this procedure the double end area method has been
adapted for placer evaluation.

The diagram illustrates the cross section end areas represented by drill
lines nAn and nBn spaced 600' apart. This system implies that there is a
linear relationship between drill holes and drill lines. This of course, may
not be true and if there is reason to doubt the only answer is to dr ill more
holes.

Referring to the tabulated calculations in Table 2, each drill hole is
given a value depending upon depth and distance to adjacent drill holes on
either side. As an example, drill hole 2 in line A is 130' from hole 1 and
ISS' from hole 3. This total distance of 285' is multiplied by the muck depth
of 10' to give a muck times spacing value of 2850'. This same procedure is
followed to arrive at the mining section times spacing data. The $ value/cu.
yd. is multiplied by the mining section times spacing data to arrive at the
figures in the final column. As the total muck, mining section and $ value
were obtained by weighing the distance to the drill holes on either side,
these totals were halved to obtain the end area calculations.

The average of the two end areas were then multiplied by the distance
between end areas, and converted to a cubic yard basis by dividing by 27.
These calculations to arrive at the total muck volume, total mining section
volume and gross dollar value are illustrated in Table 2.

The block method is convenient for preliminary work, but has a disadvan
tage in that the entire block may not be mined out. If the recovery as a
ratio of the prospect value is to be determined for a portion of this block
that has been mined, this necessitates recalculation of the smaller block.

Ihg Triangle Diagram Method - In this method the data from three drill
holes, or sample locations, is utilized to calculate the volumes and values
for a triangular segment of ground, as shown in Figure 4.2.

In general this method gives a more accurate estimation, and allows
closer control for operating data. However, as it involves an average of
three locations, care should be exercised in the formation of triangles to
connect sample locations of equal value wherever possible. An accurately
scaled map is also essential to obtain the surface area of each triangle.

Whenever appropriate it is convenient to use factors for those values
that remain constant for any calculation. One such factor is the conversion
of cubic feet to cubic yards depending upon the depth involved. A conversion
table for this purpose is presented in the appendix.
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TABLE 2

Block Estimate

Line Hole Depth Value ¢ Muck x M.S. x M.S. x spacing x

No. No. Spacing t1uck H. S . ICu. Yd. Spacing Spacing Value $1 Cu. Yd.-- --

A 1 8 25 273.6 1040 3250 8,892

2 130 10 19 346.2 2850 5415 18,747

3 155 12 23 369.3 3600 6900 25,482

4 145 14 25 227.1 2030 3625 8,232

Total 430 44 92 1216.2 9520 19190 61,353

Ave. End Area 11 23 304.1 4760 9595 30,677

~
-- - --_._---_._~------------

~

B 1 7 28 240.9 840 3360 8,094

2 120 9 26 275.1 2430 7020 19,312

3 150 10 21 347.7 2950 6195 21,540

4 145 11 1.9 270.9 1595 2755 7,463

Total 1+15 37 94 113/+.6 7815 19330 56,409

Ave.End Area 9.3 23.5 283.7 3908 9665 28,204

Muck - 4760 + 3908 = 8668 8668 x 600 96,311 Cu. Yds.2 x 27 =

M. S. - 9595 + 9665 =19260 19260 x 600 = 214,000 cu. Yds.
2 x 27

$ Gross - 30,677 + 28,204 = 58,R81 ~~_-,_881 x 600 = $ 654,233
2 x 27





Triangle estimate and valuation calculations are shown in Tables 3 and 4
respectively with the depth of muck, depth of mining section and value conver
ted to factor form. These factors when mUltiplied by the square foot triangle
area result in muck volume, mining section volume and gross value for each
triangle.

Ihe Diamond Diagram Method - This method depends upon the data from one
drill hole or sample location to evaluate a triangular block of ground, which
assumes a diamond configuration when extended to adjacent drill lines.

In this system, as shown in Figure 4.3, one half the distance between
adjacent drill holes is used as the focal point for the formation of a trian
gle or diamond instead of the actual drill hole. As in the triangle rrcthod,
this allows closer control for determining the ratio of recovery to prospect
value for small blocks of ground, if an accurate map is available.

calculations for estimate and valuation are presented in Tables 5 and 6
respectively. These calculations are similar to the triangle method with the
exception that data is based on information from only one location.

A comparison of the three methods with an average of the muck volume,
mining section volume and gross value is shown in Table 7. As these compara
tive figures cover the same surface area, only that area within the heavy
dashed lines in Figure 4.3 is utilized due to the diamond configuration.
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TABLE 3

Triangle Estimate

Tri. Depth Value ¢ Value x Ave. Depth Value $ Factors Sq. Ft.

No. Line Hole Muck M.S. C.Y.H.S. Depth M.S. Huck M.S. C.Y.M.S. Muck H.S. Value Factor

A 1 8 25 273.6 68.40

1 A 2 10 19 346.2 65.78

B 1 7 28 240.9 67.45
- -

25 72 201.63 8.3 24.0 2.80 0.307 0.889 2 . L~8 9
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Triangle Area

No. Sq. Ft.

Huck

Factor

TABLE 4

Triangle Valuation

Cu. Yds. H.S.

Huck Factor

Cu. Yds. Value

H.S. Factor

Gross

$ Value

1 39,520 0.307 12,133 0.889 35,133 2.489 98,365

2 35,872 0.322 11,551 0.900 32,285 2.520 90,397

3 43,400 0.359 15,581 0.815 35,371 2.600 112,840

.c:. 4 L~9 ,640 0.396 19,028 0.778 37,383 2.762 132,714\.0

5 41,513 0.407 16,895 0.778 32,296 2.583 107,225

6 43,055 0.455 18,189 0.826 33,019 2.379 95,101

Totals 253,000 93,377 205,487 636,642
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TABLE 5

Diamond Estimate

Dia. Depth Feet Value Factors Cu. Yd. Sq. Ft.
¢/ cu. yd.

No. Line Hole Muck H. S. H.S. Huck M. S. Value $
- -- --

1 A 1 8 25 273.6 0.296 0.926 2.534

2 B 1 7 28 240.9 0.259 1.037 2.498

3 A 2 10 19 346.2 0.370 0.704 2.437

4 B 2 9 26 275.1 0.333 0.963 2.649

5 A 3 12 23 369.3 0.444 0.852 3.146

6 B 3 10 21 347.7 0.370 0.778 2.705

U1 7 A 4 14 25 227.1 0.518 0.926 2.103I-'

8 B 4 11 19 270.9 0.407 0.704 1.907



TABLE 6

Diamond Valuation

Diamond Area Muck Cu. Yds. H.S. Cu. Yds. Value Gross

No. Sq. Ft. Factor Huck Factor M.S. Factor $ Value

1 9,985 0.296 2,956 0.926 9,246 2.534 25,302

2 26,255 0.259 6,800 1.037 27,226 2.498 65,585

3 L~3 ,450 0.370 16,077 0.704 30,589 2.437 105,888

L~ L~l , 913 0.333 13,957 0.963 40,362 2.649 111,028
U1
N

5 46,132 0.444 20,483 0.852 39 , 30L~ 3.146 145,131

6 L~5 ,205 0.370 16,726 0.778 35,169 2.705 122,280

7 27,380 0.518 1!~ , 183 0.926 25,354 2.103 57,580

8 12,680 0.407 5,161 O. 70!~ 8,927 1.907 24,181

Totals 253,000 96,343 216,177 656,975



TABLE 7

Ccmparison of Valuation Methods

Area Cu. Yds. Cu. Yds. Gross
Method 89. Ft. Muck M.S. S Valu.e

Block 253,000 96,311 214,000 654,233

Triangle 253,000 93,377 205,487 636,642

Diamond 253,000 96,343 216,177 656,975
---

Average 253,000 95,344 211,888 649,283
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GlUJND PREPARATIOO

Prior to actual mining operations a certain amount of ground preparation
is usually required. This is especially true under the arctic and sub-arctic
conditions in Alaska where frozen ground and often extensive overburden depos
its of silt or "muck" are normally encountered. Depending upon the character
istics of the individual deposit and the scale of operations, premining acti
vities usually involves one or more of the following: overburden stripping,
barren gravel removal, thawing of frozen ground and establishing an adequate
water supply.

Overburden Stripping

Most of the gold-bearing gravels of Alaska are overlain with a fine silt
deposit called "muck". This material is usually frozen, and may vary in depth
from a few feet to several hundred feet. A surface vegetation cover of moss,
brush and trees serves an an insulating cover to keep the underlying muck and
gravel in a frozen state.

The ini tial step in an overburden stripping operation is to remove the
vegetation layer so that the underlying muck or gravel deposit is exposed.
This is necessary to allow natural thawing to proceed if the ground is frozen.
In some areas the gravel may be thawed and there is virtually no deposi t of
overburden, but it is still essential to remove the surface vegetation prior
to sluicing.

In the past, trees and brush were usually cut, piled and burned outside
of the mining limits by hand. This served to minimize drainage problems,
especially in the early stages of drain development. This mater ial can be
removed more economically by bulldozer, which is the common practice at the
present time.

Present environmental regulations cause problems in the application of
hydraulic stripping as a method of overburden removal, but as this system was
a common practice in the past a summary is presented here. Depending upon the
area to be stripped, depth of the overburden, availability of water and other
facilities, a variety of methods has been employed.

A method termed ground sluicing was often used in small scale operations
by utilizing unpressurized, local run-off water. If the surface grade was
adequate and the overburden layer not too deep, parallel drains could be
established along the length of the pay streak with the capability of divert
ing the water into anyone of the channels. In this manner, the overburden
could be removed with minimum manpower, as shown in Figure 5.1.

On a somewhat larger scale a method called "splashing" or ''booming" was
also utilized. The use of this system recognized that the duty of water was
greater with a large flow for a short period of time than with the same volume
distributed at a slower flow rate over a longer time period. To accomplish
this requires a storage reservoir, usually an earth da.m, with an adequate gate
structure. The latter was often in the form of an automatic gate designed to
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Figure 5.1 Small Scale Ground Sluicing

Figure 5.2 Automatic Dam for Splashing
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open and close at designated water levels. A facility of this type is illus
trated in Figure 5.2 where a relatively steep gradient allows the overburden
to be removed. When the top of the gravel is reached, splash boards or some
other convenient rip rap can be employed to divert the water flow into either
bank.

The use of water to remove the overburden which is predominantly composed
of silt or muck is based on the fact that the finely divided particles can be
carried out of the mining area as a suspended slurry. This is true as long as
the horizontal velocity of the slurry is greater than the settling velocity of
the particles. To accomplish this requires two basic steps: (1) sufficient
water to create and slurry, and (2) adequate drainage gradient to move the
slurry from the area.

Although unpressurized water may be used if conditions are ideal, the
common practice was to use pressurized water with a directed stream through a
hydraulic giant. This system is illustrated on a small scale, as shown in
Figure 5.3 and a somewhat larger scale in Figure 5.4.

An ample water supply is a necessity for a hydraulic stripping operation,
and if it was not available in the immediate area, transporting was accom
plished by either a gravity ditch or a pumping system. In the former case the
ditch, terminating at a penstock, was at an elevation above the operation to
give sufficient pressure head for stripping.

Size of the surface area to be stripped and thawed or thawed status of
the muck dictated the pattern for stripping. If the area was frozen, it was
desirable to keep as much surface area exposed as possible to allow solar
thawing, which progressed at the rate of approximately 4" in a 24 hour period.
Over a large area with a deep overburden layer this required an extensive set
up of hydraulic giants, pipelines and manpower. With a shortage of labor and
high costs subsequent to World War II, experiments were conducted with the use
of a hydraulically controlled giant called the "Intelligiant". This device,
invented and patented by Mr. John Miscovich, had the capability of being set
on a variety of horizontal and vertical patterns, and thus eliminated the
necessity of a constant operator. Figure 5.5 shows the experimental installa
tion of the Intelligiant at the United States Smelting, Refining and Mining
Company stripping operation on Gold Hill in the Fairbanks district.

There are occasions when the depth of overburden is such that it is below
the natural drainage level. This sub-level portion of the stripping requires
elevation of the slurry to drain level either by a hydraulic elevator system
or a pumping installation. Figure 5.6 shows the United States Smelting,
Refining and Mining Company sub-level stripping operation at Cripple Creek.
In this system the sump was originally excavated with a hydraulic elevator,
and the subsequent mud pump and pipe installed on an inclined track to allow
lowering of the pump as stripping progressed. To keep sand and gravel out of
the drain a sauerman scraper would periodically excavate this material from
the sump.

A good drainage system that would allow overburden removal to the top of
the gravel is of prime importance to any hydraulic stripping operation. If
the mining operation is on bench ground where the top of gravel is above the
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Figure 5.3 Small Scale Hydraulic Stripping

Figure 5.4 Larger Scale Hydraulic Stripping
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Figure 5.5 Experimental Intelligiant at Gold Hill

Figure 5.6 Sub-Level Stripping at Cripple Creek
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present creek level, the present drainage system may be adequate for overbur
den removal.

stripping within the present stream system usually requires excavation of
a drain to some distance below the operation, with at least a 0.15% grade from
top of gravel to area of silt deposition. This gradient is dependent upon
volume of water and pulp density of the slurry, and would require steeper
grades if transporting coarser particles of sand and gravel.

In addition to the technical problems of transporting and depositing the
stripping debris, legal aspects are also important considerations. These
involve right of way for drainage construction, government regulations regard
ing deposition of debris in navigable streams, and effects which are con
sidered to be harmful to fish and wildlife habitats.

More recent environmental regulations concerning the amount of allowable
suspended solids in streams below a mining operation have hampered hydraulic
str ipping as a method of overburden removal. Improvements in earth moving
equipment, to include the capability of ripping frozen muck, places mechanical
stripping within the realm of feasibility. However, the economic feasibility
of this method depends upon the depth of overburden and the distance to remove
it from the mining area.

Barren Gravel Ranoval

The term barren gravel usually implies a vertical strata of ground that
contains no valuable constituents. It may be true that in the stream trans
porting and deposition process a layer of non gold-bearing gravel was subse
quently deposited on top of a gold-bearing deposit. It is also possible that
in a single cycle of stream action the vertical concentration of gold was such
that several feet at the top of the gravel layer were not economically practi
cal to process through the recovery system.

The economic factors, such as the cost of transporting the gravel and
processing through the recovery system versus the cost of stripping a pre
determined depth without processing, will usually govern the initial course of
action to be taken. The secondary course of action as to how it will be
accomplished is a function of economic factors, physical condition of the
deposit and the mining operation plan.

If the gravel strata to be removed is not too thick and the confines of
the mining limits allow it, the usual practice is to push the material to one
or both sides with a bulldozer, as shown in Figure 5.7. In this method, if
adequate drill hole information is not available, it is advisable to take
frequent samples to assure that strippings have not progressed vertically into
the pay horizon.

A larger scale barren gravel stripping problem, such as the one operated
by the United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Company at Cripple Creek,
involved depths ranging from 10' to 50' of material that had to be transported
out of the dredging limits. To accomplish this a Bucyrus-Monigham 10-W elec
trically operated walking dragline was utilized. This unit had the capability
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Figure 5.7 Barren Gravel Stripping by Bulldozer

Figure 5.8 Barren Gravel Stripping by Dragline
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of using a 12 cu. yd. bucket on a 165' boom or an 8 cu. yd. bucket on a 200'
bean.

A specially designed hopper-feeder system, built by the Bucyrus-Erie
Company, consisted of a 75 cu. yd. capacity hopper constructed on electrically
operated crawler tracks for mobility. Material entering the hopper was sized
to minus 12" by a top mounted bar grizzly with a motor driven plow to clear
the plus 12" material from the grizzly. The dragline and hopper-feeder ar
rangement is shown operating in Figure 5.8.

Transportation of the gravel out of the dredge area was by a 36" belt
conveyor system in which the material was fed by a pan feeder to 200' mobile
sections. The mobile sections in turn relayed the feed to the main conveyor
line composed of telescopic sections, extensible sections and fixed sections.
The end of the main conveyor line discharged to a 200' mobile unit prior to
final discharge on old dredge tailings by a 100' stacking unit. This system
is shown operating in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

'Ibawing Frozen Ground

Many areas in Alaska, especially in the interior, are characterized by
frozen gravel deposits. These must be thawed before any successful open-eut
mining can be undertaken. smaller scale operations, in which the gravel depth
is not excessive, rely on solar thawing. This is accomplished by removing the
vegetation layer to give the sun and the warm summer temperatures access to
the frozen sections. Depending upon the mining section depth and the prepara
tory exposure time ahead of the mining operation, this method is usually
successful as a thawing process.

Large scale dredging operations involving deeper mining sections rely on
artificial thawing techniques. In this method, water at ambient temperatures
is injected into the bottom of the gravel section at low pressures through
pipes, called points. As thawing progresses outward from the pipe, the water
rises to the surface thawing at the contact zone of the frozen and thawed
gravels. The surface water flow is usually impounded and pumped back to the
point field as a circulating system.

Prior to 1946 thaw points were hand driven, as shown in Figure 5.11. The
system consisted of 3/4" heavy duty pipe with the initial section having a 1
1/2" chisel bit with a groove opening on each side as water outlets. A clamp
attached to the pipe allowed the point driver to apply a turning motion, and
via the hammer, which was free to slide up and down the pipe, an impact was
provided to the top of the clamp. A steady flow of low pressure water was
provided to the pipe as it was driven, and pipe extensions attached as neces
sary to reach bedrock.

After 1946, hand driving of thaw points at United states smelting, Refin
ing and Mining Company operations was in most areas replaced by mechanical
point driving machines that were designed after considerable experimental work
by the company. This was necessary due to the severe labor shortage and
rising pay scales.
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Figure 5.9 Conveyor System at Cripple Creek

Figure 5.10 Stacking Units at Cripple Creek
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Figure 5.11 Hand Driving Thaw Points

Figure 5.12 vJinter Thaw Drilling at Fairbanks Creek
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Both hand driven and mechanically driven points were spaced to form
equilateral triangles of approximately 16' between points when driving in
ground less than 45' in depth. With ground in excess of 45' deep, the spacing
was increased to about 32' and holes churn drilled to bedrock during the
winter months, as shown in Figure 5.12.

Upon completion of the drilled holes, 1 1/4" or 1 1/2" pipes were inser
ted in the holes. In place of points, a short section of slotted pipe was
utilized at the bottom end. With availability of water in the spring the
pipes were flushed out and connected to the water distribution system.

Time required to thaw the ground to bedrock was a function of depth,
consolidation of the ground and water temperatures. As a general rule, ground
that was not excessively deep required about a 6 week thawing period. Temper
atures of the ground were checked within the point by a Wheatstone bridge, and
considered thawed at a temperature of 32.5 degrees F. In shallow ground it
was also common practice to hand drive a solid probe bar to determine if
thawing was completed at the center of the triangles.

Water Supply

Obtaining an adequate water supply is essential to any placer mining
operation. The primary purpose of water is in the gravity concentrating
process used to separate the valuable constituents from the gangue material.
However, associated operations such as hydraulic stripping, hydraulic elevat
ing, hydraulic mining, stacking tailings, artificial thawing and dredge flota
tion requirements are also water dependent.

The ideal situation is one in which the seasonal water supply is readily
available in the creek on which the deposit is located. In this circumstance
only minimum planning and preparation is necessary for impounding, transport
ing or recirculating the water. Unfortunately, this is usually the exception
rather than the rule, and premining preparation usually includes ensuring an
adequate seasonal supply.

There are several alternatives in selecting a source and a means of
transporting the water to the mining site. These include a diversion dam, a
storage dam, a recirculating pond, a gravity ditch, a pumping plant or combi
nations of these facilities. Selection of the method to be used is based on
water requirements, water availability, longevity of the lJline, initial cost of
the facility and operating cost of the system.

In smaller scale operations where water is readily available, and only to
be used for sluicing without storage, a simple diversion dam may be utilized.
In this case, a pipe at the base of the dam may transport water to the head of
the sluice, or the dam gate may terminate at the sluice box, as shown in
Figure 5.13.

Present day highly mechanized operations that require a good degree of
maneuverability over shorter periods of time usually rely on small earth
filled storage dams, or a conveniently located supply source as shown in
Figures 5.14 and 5.15. In these cases a pumping plant and pipeline or hose
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Figure 5.13 Diversion Darn at Head of Sluicebox

Figure 5.14 Storage Pond and Pump
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Figure 5.15 Pump and Convenient Supply Source

Figure 5.16 Recirculation Pond
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transportation system is utilized. When working bench ground or other areas
where the water supply is low, it is often necessary to recirculate the water
by constructing a storage dam below the sluicing operation, as shown in Figure
5.16. This may be detrimental to gold recovery if the recirculated water
builds up a high solids content.

Past operations requiring large volumes of water for hydraulic stripping,
hydraulic mining, thawing and dredging relied heavily on gravity ditches to
transport water long distances and pick up drainage from the surrounding
watershed, as shown in Figure 5.17. A classic example of this system is the
Davidson Ditch structure of the United states Smelting, Refining and Mining
Company, which transported water from the Chatanika River a distance in excess
of 90 ditch miles to the Fairbanks area mining operations.

Another example of a larger scale facility is the Hess Creek Dam, shown
in Figure 5.18. This dam, constructed at the headwaters of Hess Creek, im
pounded water which was transported by ditch to stripping and mining opera
tions on Livengood Creek.

Units of water measurements for purposes of determining availability and
requirements may be based on either volume or flow. Volume units may be
expressed in gallons, cubic feet, acre feet or miners inches day, while flow
units may be in gallons per minute, cubic feet per second or the miners inch.
Common units of measurement and conversions are tabulated in the appendix, and
sluice water requirements are discussed further in a following section on gold
recovery systems.
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Figure 5.17 Gravity Ditch for Hydraulic Stripping

Figure 5.18 Hess Creek Darn at Livengood
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Introduction

The past eight decades have shown considerable changes in open cut placer
mining methods. These changes are a result of technological advances in
excavating equipment, transporting equipment and recovery systems.

Purington's report (IS), published by the Geological Survey in 1905, gave
detailed information on small scale operations prior to the use of mechanical
equipment. This was fot~wed in 1927 by a Bureau of Mines Bulletin 257
written by N.~ Wimmler which covered the introduction of steam-powered
shovels, scrapers, draglines and cableway excavators in placer mining opera
tions. The following 30 year period was highlighted by the development of the
diesel engine and its utilization in bUlldozers, draglines and pumps. Changes
also occurred in recovery systems as the more portable steel sluice boxes and
sluiceplates replaced the conventional wooden structures. This period of
change is covered in Bureau of Mines Information Circular 7926 published in
1959, fff~ a study conducted by the School of Mines of the University of
Alaska •

The past two decades have also shown new innovations in both mining and
recovery systems brought about by advancing technology, as well as the neces
sity of exploiting deposits that were not technically or economically feasible
in past periods.

Placer mining deposits in Alaska, whether perennially frozen or thawed
cannot be mined economically at the present time without the use of modern
earth moving equipment. The amount and type of equipment to be employed will
depend upon size and characteristics of the deposit, water supply, availabili
ty of finances and personal preferences of the operator.

Other than the continuous process in dredging operations, smaller scale
methods are cyclic in nature consisting of the following sequence: (1) excava
tion of the unconsolidated material (2) transportation to the sluice box or
washing plant, (3) loading or feeding the washing facility and (4) disposal of
the tailings. Equipment used to accomplish these steps may be hydraulic
giant, bulldozer, front-end loader, backhoe, dragline, scraper, conveyor or
some combination of these units.

As each piece of equipment is better suited for certain aspects of the
cycle depending upon characteristics of the deposit, topography and personal
preference, it is difficult to classify mining methods based on equipment
utilization. However, as the mining system is also governed by capacity and
configuration of the recove[}~ lmit, it is convenient for the purpose of this
publication to classify mining systems based on method of feeding the washing
facility.
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Hydraulic

Hydraulic mining was commonplace in the early stages of placer mining
development, but this practice has diminished in favor of the more mobile
mechanized equipment and sluice box arrangements. This method usually re
quires that a sluice box, as the recovery system, be placed on bedrock which
is a complicating factor when drainage gradient is shallow and extensive
drains are required.

If the operation is entirely hydraulic, in that all steps in the cycle
are performed by water action, then it is desirable to have the availability
of an ample seasonal supply of water with as high a head as possible. This is
usually accomplished by means of a ditch with at least a 150' head.

Duty of water in a hydraulic operation is expressed as the cubic yards of
material moved per miners inch day (MID). In this connotation a miners inch
(MI) is 1 1/2 cubic feet per minute or 11 1/4 gallons per minute as an expres
sion of flow, and an fvlID represents a flow of one MI for a 24 hour period.
Because there are many variables that affect water duty there is no standard,
but an acceptable average may be 3 to 4 cubic yards per l-tID. This, of course,
is dependent upon such variables as nozzle diameter and pressure which may
range between 65-120 psi as governed by head.

An ideal situation would be a bench deposit in which the top of bedrock
is above the present valley floor with good natural drainage and availability
of space for tailing disposal. A small scale hydraulic operation utilized for
the purpose of testing a bench deposit is illustrated in Figure 6.1. In this
case, water is supplied by a pump installation which is usually too expensive
for a larger scale total hydraulic operation. The bulldozer cannot excavate
against a face so must work from the surface down, and if the ground is soft
and wet this often causes loss of traction. The weight and horsepower of the
unit governs its ability to push a load, and because of its relatively slow
speed, limitations exist on the pushing distance to supply continuous feed to
a sluice box.

As a feeding mechanism to a sluice box, the bulldozer can only be used
when the sluice box is either on bedrock or rampled to include the convention
al sluice plate arrangement, as shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. Whatever the
arrangement, the bulldozer does not have the capability of providing the lift
necessary to feed the elevated configuration of sizing facilities. Therefore,
in deposits containing boulders, additional manpower is needed to keep the
sluice box cleared, as shown in Figure 6.9 and 6.10. Bulldozer feeding usual
ly results in surging and a discontinuous feed.

In a small operation where a single dozer is the only mechanization
available, it must serve the dual function of feeding the sluice box and
disposing of tailings. This results in a loss of sluicing time when the
equipment is engaged in tailing disposal, as shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.

with increased utilization of mechanical equipment a bulldozer, as a
feeding device to a sluice box, is usually used in combination with other
equipment. This may take the form of another dozer to stack tailings, as
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Figure 6.1 Small Scale Hydraulic Mining

Figure 6.2 Wooden Sluicebox & Boulders
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Figure 6.3 Stacking Tailings with a Hydraulic Giant

Figure 6.4 Steeply Dipping, Hard to Clean Bedrock
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FIGURE 6.5 - Bulldozer - Hydraulic Operation

S LU ICE

TO DITCH ---+

FIGURE 6.6 - Model of Hydraulic Operation
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Figure 6.7 Typical Dozer Feed to a Ramped Sluiceplate

Figure 6.8 High-Ramped Dozer Feeding
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Figure 6.9 Working Boulders Through Sluicebox

Figure 6.10 Two men on Sluicebox
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Bulldozer

Pushing In

Figure 6.12

Bulldozer
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illustrated in Figure 6.13. In this instance one dozer, at the center of the
picture, is feeding the left side of the sluice plate, shown in Figure 6.14,
while the second dozer is removing the tailings. If there is adequate room
for tailing disposal, this arrangement has the advantage of a stand-by dozer
in case of breakdown of either dozer.

BUlldozer-dragline combinations have been used for many years in bedrock
and rampled sluice plate arrangements, and continue to be used especially if
tailing disposal room is a problem. A typical example of this combination is
shown in Figure 6.15.

In this system the dragline is normally used only for tailing removal,
but it can be advantageously employed in other capacities. As an example,
referring to Figure 6.16, the large bedrock area of the cut resulted in an
exceedingly long pushing distance for the dozer, so ground preparation in
cluded stacking gold-bearing gravel with the dragline. This resulted in a
short dozer push, and a more even sluice feed.

With the development of the faster and more mobile front-end loader, this
unit has shown increasing application for the purpose of tailing disposal. In
most cases the ground is sufficiently firm to give adequate traction for the
rubber tired units, as shown in Figure 6.17. When working in a high volume of
water where loss of traction becomes a problem, the wheeled units may be
adapted to tracks without too much loss of speed and maneuverability, as shown
in Figure 6.18.

A typical mining plan utilizing a sluice plate-bulldozer-auxilliary
equipment arrangement is depicted in Figure 6.19.

Loader

The front-end loader is one of the newer additions to mechanization in
the placer mining industry. In recognition of its production capabilities and
versatility, at least one of these units will be found at any mine that is
mechanized to any extent.

They are available in a wide range of bucket capacities, either crawler
mounted or as rubber-tired units. The latter type is universally used in
placer mines because of its agility and speed on stable surfaces.

Over long hauling distances loaders offer advantages over the slower
moving bulldozer, but do not have the excavating power for frozen material
that is fairly well consolidated. Therefore, they are usually used to trans
port stockpiled material that has been excavated by bulldozers, backhoes or
other conventional excavators.

Use of the loader has come into prominence not only for the advantages
mentioned above, but also due to changes that have occurred in sluice box
configuration. The recent trend to size material prior to entering the sluice
box has resulted in applications of grizzlies, trommels or vibrating screens.
These units, whether fed directly or through a hopper arrangement, are located
above the sluice and present a higher profile than a direct sluice plate feed.
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Figure 6.13 Two Bulldozer Operation

Figure 6.14 Bulldozer Pushing Tailings
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Figure 6.15 Bulldozer-Dragline Operation

Figure 6.16 Dragline Stacked Feed
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Figure 6.17 Bulldozer-Front-End Loader Combination

Figure 6.18 Loader Adapted with Tracks
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Consequently, it is more convenient to elevate the feed via a front-end loader
than build the higher ramp needed for a feed pushed by a bulldozer.

Because the loader does have limitations in its excavating capabilities,
it is usually used in conjunction with a bulldozer. Figure 6.20 illustrates a
sluice plate arrangement in which a 966D loader is used to transport excavated
material to the sluice and a 966C loader stacks the tailings.

The loader is exceptionally suited for long hauling distances where the
reserves do not justify the capital investment of truck or conveyor transport.
Figure 6.21 shows a segment of placer ground in excess of 50' in depth in
which drainage does not allow a sluicing installation in the pit. In this
case a D-9 dozer is used to excavate for loader transport. The 988B loader
transports the material out of the pit area, as shown in Figure 6.22, and
feeds that sluice plate, as shown in Figure 6.23. Prior to returning to the
pit, the loader also removes the sluice tailings. The long haulage distance
limits sluicing capacity to 80-100 cubic yards/hour, but a deposit of this
nature could not be exploited without the faster transporting facility of the
loader.

The more conventional surface use of the loader as a transporting device
is shown in Figure 6.24 where a dozer excavated stockpile is transported and
elevated to a hopper, as shown in Figure 6.25. The grizzly oversize and the
sluice box tailings are both removed by a second bulldozer, as shown in Figure
6.26.

There are occasions where loader-bulldozer-dragline combinations may also
be used to advantage. Such a combination is shown in Figure 6.27. The high
bench ground being worked here requires recirculation of as much water as
possible, which is impounded at the tail end of the sluice box. The loader
here feeds the hopper to a vibrating screen, and either the loader or the
bulldozer removes the screen oversize. The dragline is utilized to remove
tailings from the pond area.

A mining plan to illustrate the application of a front-end loader as a
transporting unit, with auxiliary equipment to perform other functions, is
presented in Figure 6.28.

Backhoe

The backhoe is not usually a primary tool in placer mining operations due
to its limited maneuverability and reach. However, unlike the dozer and
front-end loader it is designed to dig below its surface level so has applica
tions in digging drains, exploration trenches, sumps for pump installations
and work in confined mining areas where mobility is limited.

As a feeding device for sluicing systems it is being used when conditions
are right for its limited applications. When the washing plant is maneuver
able, as shown in Figure 6.29, then the lower maneuverability of the backhoe
is not as important. When used in conjunction with a more fixed sizing-sluice
box arrangement it must rely on the support of auxiliary equipment, such as
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Figure 6.20 Loaders Used for Feeding and Tailing Disposal

Figure 6.21 Loader Used for Transport in a Deep Pit
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Figure 6.22 Loader Haulage out of Pit

Figure 6.23 Loader Feed to Sluiceplate
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Figure 6.24 Loading from a Stockpile

Figure 6.25 Loader Dumping into Hopper
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Figure 6.26 Loader-Bulldozer Combination

Figure 6.27 Loader-Bulldozer-Dragline Combination
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Figure 6.29 Backhoe Feed to Mobile Washing Plant

Figure 6.30 Backhoe Feed with Supporting Bulldozer
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the bUlldozer, to push the feed material within reach and to remove the
oversize and sluice box tailings, as shown in Figure 6.30.

Figures 6.31 and 6.32 illustrate the utilization of a bulldozer-loader
backhoe combination in which the loader hauling distance and trommel screen
capacity are not compatible. The smaller capacity backhoe, in this case, is
used in lieu of a feeder to give a more even flow of material to the trommel
screen and subsequent sluicing operation.

Dragline

Depending upon the size of the mining operation, draglines used in placer
mining may be of the crawler mounted or walking type. The former, because of
their greater mobility, are used in the smaller mines while the larger walking
models find application in larger scale stripping operations. A dragline does
not have the mobility of a bulldozer or front-end loader and has a higher
initial cost, but generally can move material at a lower cost per unit. It has
the capability of loading as well as excavating, and when located on solid
ground can effectively work lower levels where ground conditions forbid the
use of bulldozer, loader and other excavating equipment.

The dragline as a feed unit is usually employed when either an elevated
sluice or a washing plant is used in the recovery system. Figure 6.33 shows a
dragline and sluice box perched on a previously constructed ramp. In this
case, bulldozers are utilized to push the gold-bearing material within reach
of the dragline. An end view of the elevated sluice is shown in Figure 6.34.

A dragline-fed elevated sluice is also shown in Figure 6.35. Here a
vibrating grizzly situated between the sluice plate and the sluice box is used
as a sizing device with the +6" oversize carried away via a 24" conveyor belt.
Sluice and oversize tailings are stacked by a front-end loader, and a bull
dozer is utilized to push gold-bearing gravel to the dragline as well as
prepare ground for the next upstream cut.

Draglines are also used to feed mobile washing plants, as shown in Figure
6.36. This washing plant, consisting of trommel screen, sluices and stacking
conveyor, is moved with the dragline as it progresses through the cut. A
bulldozer is utilized to clean the cut and move the washing plant.

Another variation of a dragline-washing plant system is shown in Figures
6.37 and 6.38. Here the washing plant and dragline are located in a somewhat
fixed position in respect to the cut and a bulldozer is used to push the
material within dragline reach.

A typical mining arrangement with a dragline feeding an elevated sluice
is illustrated in Figure 6.39.

Miscellaneous

Methods other than hydraulic, bulldozer, loader, backhoe and dragline
have been used to feed a sluice box, but have not found widespread applica-
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Figure 6.31 Bulldozer-Loader-Backhoe Combination

Figure 6.32 Backhoe Feeding Trommel Screen
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Figure 6.33 Bulldozer-Dragline Feed to Elevated Sluice

Figure 6.34 End View of Elevated Sluice
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Figure 6.35 Dragline Fed Elevated Sluice Equipped
with Vibrating Screen and Conveyor

Figure 6.36 Dragline Fed Washing Plant Equipped
with Trammel Screen and Conveyor
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Figure 6.37 Dragline-Washing Plant Arrangement

Figure 6.38 Finished Cut Where Bulldozer Pushes to Dragline
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tion. The employment of these techniques is usually governed by the topo
graphy of the deposit as well as considerations of capital investment and
equipment availability.

with a large cut configuration and long haulage distance, belly-dump
scrapers have been employed to transport and load a sluice plate, as shown in
Figure 6.40. Dumping in this case is directly on top of the sluice plate
through an overhead grate which serves as a scraper track. Water is supplied
via a pipeline with additional water and retarding action supplied by hydrau
lic giants, as shown in Figure 6.41. This system is not conducive to an even
flow of material due to the intermittent transporting cycle.

A steady and even flow of feed is desirable for any gravity separation
process, especially if fine gold is present. This can be accomplished with a
constant rate feeder or conveyor, as shown in Figure 6.42. In this illustra
tion, the conveyor receives the material from a surge bin supplied by a
bulldozer. This gives adequate time for the bulldozer to transport the mate
rial on a fairly long push for a constant feed to the sluice. A constant feed
supply such as this incorporated with a sizing device would be beneficial to
the recovery system.
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Figure 6.40 Scraper Dumping Arrangement

Figure 6.41 Washing System for Scraper Loading to Sluiceplate
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Figure 6.42 Conveyor Feeding an Elevated Sluice

Figure 6.43 Bulldozer Feeding Conveyor Surge Bin
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Introduction

Methods used to separate valuable components from the gangue material in
a mineral deposit may be generally classified as magnetic, electrical, chemi
cal and gravity. Magnetic and electrical methods utilize the difference in
magnetic susceptibility and electrical conductivity respectively to affect a
separation of minerals. Chemical systems take advantage of differences in
either surface chemical properties or solubility in a solution. Gravity
methods are based on the physical properties of minerals such as size, shape
and specific gravity and the resultant action in flowing water.

Gravity systems of separation have long been the standard practice of
recovering gold and other heavy minerals from placer deposits. This is pri
marily due to the marked difference in specific gravity between the valuable
components and the common gangue minerals.

Water as the separating media in gravity processes may be: a vertical
flow, as in a jig, which accentuates the differences in the settling veloci
ties of solid particles; a relatively quiet pool, as in the dense media
process, where particles either sink or float depending upon specific gravity;
or a relatively horizontal flowing stream where separation is a function of
settling velocity of particles and flow velocity of the stream. Here reten
tion of the heavy minerals depends upon obstructions on the floor of the
separating unit.

Placer mining has historically utilized the flowing stream action in a
sluice box as a recovery system which employs the same principles of transpor
tation, deposition and concentration that is found in any natural stream
process. However, adaptions and ref inements have been made to control rate of
feed, quantity of water, gradient, size of particles and type of obstructions
to resist displacement of entrapped particles.

Gravel Characteristics: capacity and efficiency of the recovery system
are a function of the characteristics of the gravel, characteristics of the
gold and duty of the flowing water. When these characteristics are understood
then adaptations can be made to the recovery system to increase capacity and
efficiency.

Each placer deposit is composed of a different mixture of boulders,
gravel, sand and clay of various shapes, weights and specific gravities repre
senting the rock types and the erosion action in the drainage system. How
ever, they do share common features in that the gold represents a very small
portion of the mass, the clays and sands make up another portion and material
larger than sand size constitutes the majority of the deposit.

Boulders, commonly found in gUlch type deposits, will influence the
mining nlethod to be used and the capacity and efficiency of the recovery
system. This usually requires a classified feed, as shown in Figure 7.1.
Gravel, as the main portion of the bed load, also has an influencing effect
depending upon its shape, which may be flat, angular, sub-angular or round and
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Figure 7.1 Gulch Type Deposit Containing Many Boulders

Figure 7.2 Pre-washing Gravel with Hydraulic Giant
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water worn. These features have considerable bearing on the duty of water,
action in the riffles and the grade required on the sluice box.

Clay may breakup readily with adequate washing, or may form balls that
roll through the sluice and pick up gold. It is sometimes advantageous to mix
this material with uncemented gravel or prewash with a hydraulic giant in the
cut, as shown in Figure 7.2.

The sand fraction is predominantly composed of some type of silicate, but
also includes the heavier "black sand" concentrates. Depending upon the
amount of water used, sluice box gradient and the sand particle size, it may
be carried through the sluice as either a suspended or bed load. The latter
case is more predominant, and under the proper conditions, increases the
carrying capacity for the larger sized gravels. However, a too shallow gra
dient on the sluice box will result in a sluggish movement to the bed load and
reduce riffle action•

.GQld Characteristics: capacity of the recovery system is not affected by
gold characteristics, but a decided influence is noted in the system efficien
cy. The size and shape of gold particles are functions of the original lode
deposit and the subsequent erosional processes, and are factors to be con
sidered when designing a recovery unit.

Particle size may vary from relatively large nuggets to minute "colors".
Although many analyses have been performed relative to the size distribution
of gold recovered from placer mining operations, this is not d true evaluation
because it does not include losses in the finer sizes due to inefficiency of
the recovery system.

The inherent malleability of gold results in an entirely different reac
tion to erosion forces in this element than that exhibited by the associated
minerals. Gold that is ragged and angUlar, with particles of adhering quartz,
indicates little stream action; but the lesser specific gravity and the shape
decreases retardation in the recovery system. On the other hand, sustained
stream action results in particles that are extremely flat and thin, and can
be carried long distances in the drainage pattern. This bouyancy becomes more
pronounced in the thicker pulp and bed load of a sluice box to result in gold
losses.

water Regyirements: The quantity and velocity of water used in a sluice
box influences both capacity and efficiency of the system. Unfortunately,
these are usually contradictory goals in that maximum capacity results in loss
of efficiency, and maximum efficiency decreases ca~city. Therefore, a com
promise is usually attained.

The transporting power of water depends upon the size and shape of grav
el, dimensions of the sluice box, type of riffle and gradient. It is usually
expressed in gallons per minute as a measure of flow or Miners Inches per Day
in terms of water duty. A low duty of water caused by characteristics of the
gravel or a low flow volume can be increased by narrowing the sluice width,
sizing the feed or increasing the grade. However, the latter remedy could
also affect the efficiency of recovery.
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In all recovery systems there is an optimum condition in which capacity
and efficiency should strike an economic balance. Because there are so many
variables there is no standard format to achieve this, but certain guidelines
can be set forth as a starting point. An underloaded sluice, in which the
water is transporting a small amount of gravel, results in a smooth water
surface and bed load. This condition lowers the transporting capacity of the
water, packs the riffles and lowers recovery efficiency. On the other hand,
an overload has the same detrimental effects. Therefore, somewhere between
these conditions, transporting power is maximized with sufficient agitation to
keep the inter-riffle spaces loose for efficient gold entrapment.

Knowledge of the character of the gravel and gold, quantity of water
available and the velocity of water needed to transport the material allows
construction of a sluice box with the necessary dimensions and grade.

For an estimated velocity of water, the following table from Langridge
(15) may be helpful in indicating the action of water on different sized
particles in a sluice without riffles:

Velocity

16'/min.

30'/min.

39'/min.

4S'/min.

120'/min.

200'/min.

320'/min.

400'/min.

600'/min.

Action on Particles

Begins to wear away fine clay

Just lifts fine sand

Carries coarse sand

Moves fine sand

Moves 1" diameter pebbles

Moves egg-sized pebbles

Moves 3" to 4" diameter stones

Moves 6" to a" diameter rocks

Moves 12" to la" diameter boulders

When the estimated required velocity has been established, the th1~~jti-

cal grade for the sluice can be calculated from Longridge's formula as
follows:

Where G = Fall in feet per mile. Reduced to inches per 12' box by
mUltiplying by 0.027.

V = Velocity in feet per second

P = Wetted perimeter of sluice in feet
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A = Area in square feet filled by water and dirt

c = Variable co-efficient depending on frictional character of

gravel, varying from 6 for light gravel to 8 for boulders and

heavy clay.

Applying this formula to a 3' wide sluice with a water depth of 12" and a
velocity of 66' per minute to move a 12" diameter boulder results in a grade
of 1 1/2" per foot of sluice.

The above table and formula may be helpful as a starting point, but
actual testing and experience usually guide the miner in selecting the best
rate of flow and sluice box grade to meet his particular conditions.

The Sluicebox

In the earlier days of placer m1n1ng a sluicebox was a combination con
veyor, gravel washing and gold-saving system. The length, in this case, was
often determined by the distance from the cut to the tailings disposal area.
With the availability of mechanical methods of tailing disposal, the long,
wooden structures have been replaced by considerably shorter, more portable
units of steel construction.

Determination of the optimum configuration of a sluice box cannot be
accurately made because of the complex and changing relationships of the
factors involved. However, it is known that the cross sectional area is a
more important consideration than the length.

The somewhat extreme length of sluice boxes in their early development
was also associated with the need to assure proper washing and disintegration
of the feed material prior to discharging from the sluice. Later adaptation
of the sluice plate in conjunction with the steel sluice box served as a
washing zone, and negated the need for extreme length to serve that purpose.

Sluice plates: The sluice plate is essentially a rectangular shaped box
necked down to conform to the width of the sluice box, as shown by the one
under construction in Figure 7.3.

Gold-bearing gravel may be charged to the end or either side of the
sluice plate by any mechanical means. However, the common practice, with a
rarnpled sluice, is by a bulldozer or front-end loader, as shown in Figure 7.4.
With elevated sluices or with sized feed the material is deposited to the
sluice plate from an overhead position, illustrated in Figure 7.5.

This device serves a dual function as a prewashing system and uneven
feeding unit to minimize surging. Depending upon the characteristics of the
gravel and the amount of washing needed, water may be supplied from the end
and perpendicular to the feed direction, Figure 7.6, or through a manifold
opposing the direction of feeding, shown in Figure 7.7. If additional washing
or a retarding action is needed, common practice is the application of a
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Figure 7.3 Sluiceplate-Sluicebox Under Construction

Figure 7.4 Loader Feeding a Sluiceplate
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Figure 7.5 Overhead Feed to a Sluiceplate

Figure 7.6 Water Supplied in Same Direction as Sluice Flow
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Figure 7.7 Sluiceplate vJater Through a Manifold

Figure 7.8 Sluiceplate Water Through a Hydraulic Giant
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hydraulic giant with flow counter to the direction of sluice flow, illustrated
in Figure 7.8.

The sluice plate as a feeding unit to a sluice box may discharge directly
to the riffled system, shown in Figure 7.9, or as in more recent practice
serve as a sizing and distr ibution mechanism to undercur rents. Figure 7.10
shows the latter arrangement in which the sluice plate throat is overlain with
punch plate. In this particular case, plus 1/2" material travels down the
main sluice, and minus 1/2" material is channeled to side sluices.

Sizing in g sluice~: Selecting an appropriate cross sectional area of
a sluice box must be in consideration of two opposing factors: (1) for trans
porting coarse material down a sluice box the water should be deep enough to
cover the largest particles and (2) to save fine and bouyant particles of gold
the material should move in a less shallow film over the top of the riffles
with only enough water to prevent packing of the sands.

Efforts to neutralize these opposing conditions have resulted in changes
in the sluice box in recent years. This resolution has been in the applica
tion of one or both of the following:

(1) Adapting the width of the sluice and the depth of water in a primary
channel for transporting the coarse material, and removing the fine
material by means of an undercurrent in a secondary channel.

(2) Separating the coarse material from the finer sizes by sizing device
prior to feeding into the sluice box.

In view of the changes that have occurred in the sluice box, they may be
generally classified into two groups: (1) those accepting an unsized feed and
(2) those accepting a sized feed.

Unsized~: Some placer mining operations continue to function with an
entirely unsized feed through a single channel sluice, shown in Figure 7.11.
However, a recent awareness of the significance of fine gold losses has re
sulted in changes in sluice box configuration.

The major change in this report is a widening of the sluice box to
incorporate an undercurrent system. This is not a new concept in that under
currents have been employed for many years, but normally located at the end of
the sluice box.

Recent applications have the undercurrents located at the head of the
sluice with entrance through a punch plate system in the throat of the sluice
plate. This changes the depth of the water, shown in Figure 7.12, so that the
main sluice has a depth sufficient to carry the larger sizes, and the side
sluices carry a lesser volume more conducive to fine gold recovery.

There are many arrangements used as far as the main sluice is concerned.
It may be composed entirely of riffles, as shown in Figure 7.13, with side
sluices; or partly covered with punched plate and riffles, shown in Figure
7.14, with double side sluices. How much in-sluicing sizing is performed
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Figure 7.9 Sluiceplate Feeding Directly to Riffle System
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Figure 7.10 Sluiceplate Sizing to Undercurrent System
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Figure 7.11 Unsized Feed Through a Single Sluice

Figure 7.12 Sized Feed Through an Undercurrent System
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Figure 7.13 Riffled t1ain Sluice with Two Side Sluices

Figure 7.14 Punch Plate & Riffled Main Sluice with 4 Side Sluices
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depends upon the characteristics of tile deposit as well as the inclinations of
the operator.

Sized~: It is a recognized fact that all gravity methods of concen
tration work more efficiently if the feed material is sized as close as
possible within the scope of the operation. Recent trends in placer opera
tions have adopted this concept as the larger sizes are scalped off prior to
entering the sluice box.

Methods of sizing the feed material are varied depending upon facilities
and capital available, but are usually used in conjunction with the in-sluice
sizing of undercurrents. Stationary grizzlies located over the top of the
sluice plate, shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16, were not part of the sluice box
design, but were added later to eliminate the need for a man to work the
sluice.

Recent sluice box designs have incorporated sizing devices which may
consist of stationary screens with either punched plate surfaces or parallel
rods, as shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18 respectively. These stationary units
have the disadvantages that if the slqpe is not adequate the oversize material
hangs up and the blockage must be removed by hand, or a surge load that moves
too fast gives inefficient screening action.

Any method that imparts movement. to the screening surface is more effi
cient in allowing the undersize to work through. A vibrating gr izzly or a
vibrating screen with proper washing action, shown in Figure 7.19, has proven
to be very successful for this purpose. In one operation, a potato picker,
placed between the sluice plate and the sluice box, with the travelling chain
discharging at right angle to the sluice flow, has proven to be very effective
as a scalping device. This is illustrated in Figure 7.20.

Trommel screens have been used fOlC many years in the placer mining indus
try as sizing devices on dredges and nonfloating washing plants. This usage
continues, but is showing modifications in the washing plant applications.

Figure 7.21 shows the typical trommel screen application as hopper fed by
a dragline, and screen oversize discharged from the end by a conveyor bel t.
Sluice boxes are arranged perpendicular to screen length on both sides and
discharge in the same direction as the oversize in a typical dredge arrange
ment.

A mobile, elevated trommel scre~1 under construction is shown in Figure
7.22. This unit will be fed by conveyor with screen oversize discharging
directory to ground. The sluice box, located under the trommel screen,
changes direction of flow, as shown, ~nd is adjustable for slope regulation.

Sizing in conjunction with placer mining may offer additional advantages
if there is a market for the tailing mat.erial. As an example of this, Figures
7.23 to 7.26 inclusively, illustrate a placer operation in which presluice and
post-sluice sizing produce products to be used in road construction.
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Fi.gure 7.15 Stationary Grizzly with Backhoe Feed

Figure 7.16 Stationary Grizzly with Hopper-Loader Feed
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Figure 7.17 Stationary Screen with Punch Plate

Fip.;ure 7.18 Stationary Grizzly with Parallel Bars
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Figure 7.19 Vibrating Screen for Pre-Sluice Sizing

Figure 7.20 Potato Picker for Pre-Sluice Sizing
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Figure 7.21 Conventional Washing Plant with Trammel Screen

Figure 7.22 Mobile, Elevated Trammel Screen
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Figure 7.23 shows a double trommel screen sizing unit producing plus 3/4"
gravel removed by a conveyor system to a stockpile for truck loading. The
minus 3/4" screen undersize goes to a conventional sluice box with under
currents for gold recovery, Figure 7.24.

Sluice box tailings from this operation flow to a receiving hopper where
a spiral classifier, shown in Figure 7.25, makes a theoretical classification
at 65 mesh. The minus 3/4" by plus 65 mesh sand and gravel is discharged by
the spiral to a conveyor for stockpiling and truck haulage, shown in Figure
7.26.

The spiral classifier overflow, containing minus 65 mesh solids, consti
tutes the final mining discharge tailings. This material is currently being
tested with a concentrating water cyclone by the Mineral Industry Research
Laboratory of the University of Alaska for recovery of fine gold. At the time
of this writing, test work has not been completed to give an evaluation of
fine gold losses in the sluicing and classifying operations.

Riffles

A sluice box without riffles is a transporting device in which solid
particles move down its length at a flow rate depending upon characteristics
of the solid particles such as size, shape and specific gravity; and quantity
and velocity of the water. Although classification does occur, movement of
all particles, including gold, is continuous unless some form of retention is
present.

Riffles in an efficiently operating sluice box perform three functions:
(1) they retard the movement of gold flowing at the bottom of the bed load,
(2) constitute a trap to hold this settled gold and (3) give further classifi
cation in the inter-riffle space to separate particles by specific gravity
differences.

If water flows down an unobstructed sluice at a constant rate, the sur
face of the water is relatively smooth. However, if obstructions are present
on the bottom of the sluice this gives a lowering of velocity at that point,
as reflected in the shape of the water surface. This is shown in Figure 7.27
where a wavelike water surface is present, as noted by the pulp flowing over
the top of the riffles.

At the downstream terminus of the obstruction a lowering of velocity
allows particles of higher specific gravity to deposit in the inter-riffle
space. This space would soon become filled and inactive, but an eddying
action is present which keeps it in a state of agitation for continuous
classification. This effect is shown in Figure 7.28 where a thin film of
water is flowing over the top of the riffles to emphasize the drop in velocity
at the downstream riffle edge. It is also noted that the inter-riffle space
is in constant agitation by eddy action of the water.

Under ideal conditions with coa.rse gold, constant feed of sized material
and regUlated water supply, almost any type of riffle works well with the
optimum specific gravity differential between gold and the gangue material.
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Figure 7.23 Double Trommel Producing Plus 3/4" Gravel

Figure 7. 2!~ ninus 3/(~" Trommel Undersize to Sluicebox
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Figure 7.25

Spiral Classifier

for Post-Sluice

Sizing

'--

Figure 7.26 Classifier Oversize to 3/4 by 65 mesh Stockpile
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Figure 7.27 Pulp Flowing over Top of Riffles

Figure 7.28 Eddy Action in Inter-Riffle Spaces
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Unfortunately, the ideal conditions never prevail, and the shape of the riffle
becomes important especially when fine· gold must be separated from coarser
gravel.

To obtain the highest transporting water duty a riffle must offer minimum
resistance to flow, but at the same time must retard the velocity enough to
produce an eddy or "boiling" action in the space behind or below it. Over the
years, many designs have emerged fabricated from blocks, poles, cut lumber,
conveyor belt, iron rails, T-iron, a variety of angle iron or practically
anything that stirred the imagination and ingenuity of the operator.

In the past, riffles may have been used longitudinally in the sluice box,
in the direction of pulp flow, or as transverse riffles, perpendicular to pulp
flow. The latter application is generally accepted as being more efficient
than longitudinal riffles for saving fine gold. Transverse riffles show a
variety of modifications as the result of experimentation by the operator.
Some of these are indicated in Figures 7.29 and 7.30.

Transverse riffles with an overlap on the downstream side are commonly
called "Hungarian" riffles, and made of angle iron in the present steel sluice
box construction. Although the area between the riffles may have a tendency
to be packed with sand, the space under the overlap is kept loose by the eddy
action of the water. This is illustrated in Figures 7.31 and 7.32 for
straight transverse riffles and "Hungarian" riffles respectively. This eddy
action may be increased by sloping the riffle bar surface, as shown in Figure
7.33, with recent experiments also including notches or drill holes in the
overlap surface.

Riffles in the main sluice may be laid directly on the sluice bottom and
wedged in place by holding strips, shown in Figure 7.34; or if in-sluice
sizing is practiced, riffles may be covered by punch plate, shown in Figure
7.35.

In the more shallow flows of side sluices or a main sluice undercurrent
system, various fabrics have been tested to arrest the passage of gold through
the sluice. Astroturf has been found to be a desirable product for this
purpose as it has good retention value, and is easier to clean. Whatever the
fabric used, it is usually held in place by an expanded metal screen which
also provides a riffled surface. The fabric may be the only gold retention
media in the sluice, or it in turn may be overlain by some type of transverse
riffle.

Cleanup Procedure

Gravity methods of concentration may operate continuously or in a static
fashion as far as removal of the concentrate product is concerned. As an
example, a jig can continuously remove a concentrate, a tailing and possibly a
middling product. On the other hand, a sluice box continuously removes the
tailings, but the concentrate is removed intermittently on a manual basis.
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Figure 7.29
Transverse Riffles

Figure 7.30
Transverse Riffles f'J. Hercury Trap
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Figure 7.31 Water Action in Transverse Riffles

Figure 7.32 Water Action in Ilungarian Riffles
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Plan View
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FIGURE 7.33 - Hungarian Riffles
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The frequency of cleanup is dependent to some degree on the tenor of the
ground. Therefore, it may occur only on completion of the mining cut, or
partial cleanups may be necessary prior to cut completion.

An individual sluice cleanup is usually accomplished in the following
manner:

(1) Wedges and other retaining devices are loosened, washed and removed
from the sluice box.

(2) Starting from the head of the sluice box, the individual riffle
sections are thoroughly washed prior to removal from the sluice box.
One or two riffle sections should be left at the end of the sluice
as a precautionary measure against gold loss during cleanup.

(3) The material trapped in the riffles is shoveled into conveniently
spaced piles along the length of the sluice so that more than one
person can be involved in the paddling process.

(4) An even flow of water is injected at the head of the sluice at a
sufficient rate to remove the lighter material, but not to cause
movement of gold down the sluice surface.

(5) The paddling procedure involves working the material up the sluice
against the flow of water so that the lighter fraction is carried
away, leaving the gold and heavier concentrates exposed. The paddle
can be of wood construction, an ice scraper, straight hoe, a rake or
any other conveniently shaped instrument.

(6) When gold appears at the head of the worked material it can be
pushed aside and scooped up. This is shown in Figure 7.36 where the
white fraction is gold.

(7) Paddling continues until separation of the gold from the "black
sand" concentrate is no longer practical, at which time the latter
is removed fram the sluice box and saved for further processing.

Recent innovations in sluice box design have incorporated cleanup slots
across the bottom of the sluice, which allows removal of the inter-riffle
concentrate in certain sections without shutting down sluicing operations for
a long time period. In this procedure, a water source is attached to one side
of the cleanup slot and the material washed out of the trough, transverse to
the sluice, into an appropriate container.

When astroturf or other matting is used in side sluices or in the main
sluice, this is rolled up in sections and thoroughly washed in a drum or an
impounded section in the sluicebox. Because this usually contains fine gold,
care must be exercised in the washing and subsequent processing procedures.

Gold recovered from the sluice box cleanup must be reworked to remove
contaminating minerals, and the "black sand" concentrate requires further
processing on a smaller scale to recover contained gold.
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Figure 7.36 Gold in a Sluicebox at Cleanup

Figure 7.37 Denver Panner for Cleanup Operations
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Prior to removing contaminants from the gold sizing is to some degree, as
this aids the subsequent processes of separation. Ferromagnetic particles can
be readily removed with a hand magnet or a low-intensity magnetic separator.

Past practice in cleaning gold usually involved the time consuming method
of blowing the various size fractions in which the lighter material was win
nowed away. This system has been largely replaced by small scale concentrat
ing devices such as the "Goldhound Wheel".

The "black sand" concentrate is subjected to further concentration to
reclaim gold that could not be separated in the sluice box cleanup. This can
be accomplished by small scale processing uni ts such as tables, hydraulic
classifiers, the Pan-O-Matic, the Denver Panner (Figure 7.37) and similar
devices. For miners who do not have access to such laboratory scale equip
ment, the University of Alaska, School of Mineral Industries at Fairbanks has
established a laboratory facility for this purpose. This facility was funded
by the Fairbanks North Star Borough to provide a service to the mining commun
ity.

Concentrates may also be processed by amalgamation as a means of gold
recovery. In this process, the concentrates are placed in an amalgam barrel
with mercury and water to agitate for several hours. If the gold is tarnished
and does not amalgamate easily, chemicals such as lime, sodium hydroxide,
dilute nitric acide or dilute cyanide solutions may be helpfUl in adjusting
the pH or removing the oxide coating. Placing several steel balls of larger
stones in the amalgam barrel is also helpfUl as an attritional means of
removing coatings from the gold surface.

Amalgam from the barrel is usually recovered by passing the barrel con
tents over an amalgam plate, and then scraping the amalgam from the plate.
Amalgam is then retorted to recover both mercury and gold. The amalgamation
process is not as predominantly used as in the past because a premium price
can, in some cases, be obtained for unprocessed gold. It is still used where
other concentrating facilities are not available, and if its use is contem
plated, the reader is advised to become knowledgeable in its use and the
associated hazards to health.
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Introduction

Dredging for gold was initiated in Alaska in 1899 when the first dredge
was constructed on the Snake River near Nome. From that time until 1941 the
number of dredges in operation fluctuated in response to discoveries, wars,
inflationary costs and changes in the price of gold in the same manner as
these events influenced smaller scale placer mines. A peak period was exper
ienced in 1940 when 52 dredges were operating and produced 65 percent of the
total placer gold.

A War Production Board order issued in 1942 classified gold mining as a
nonessential industry for the duration. Consequently, in 1943 only seven
dredges remained operational in Alaska. When this order was rescinded at the
end of World War II, gold dredging was resumed to reach a peak of 30 active
units in 1948. Because dredges normally operate on larger deposits of lower
grade, require larger capital investment and are not as mobile as small scale
mechanized operations, they are more sensitive to price changes and inflation
ary costs. These aspects have taken their toll, with the result that the
number of dredges currently operating in Alaska is back to the level of the
low 1943 period.

Like all mechanized placer mining methods, dredges showed improvements in
design and operation. The older wooden hull models were replaced by steel
pontoon designs with close connected bucket lines and rubber stacker belts as
significant advances. Although the basic design has not changed over the
years, improvements did materialize in digging speed, digging depth, capacity
and recovery systems. Unfortunately, with economic uncertainties prevailing,
there has been no search for new dredging possibilities. Those dredges cur
rently in operation are mining previously proven reserves that are economical
under the present conditions.

Exploration Requiranents for Dredging

Due to the large capital investment required, and because a dredge is
designed for or must be altered to work a particular deposit, the prospecting
data requirements must be more comprehensive for a dredging operation.

The basic information is obtained from an extensive drilling program to
determine depth of overburden, total depth of gravel, depth of pay horizon,
frozen or thawed characteristics of the ground, type of bedrock, penetration
of gold into bedrock, gold characteristics and total value of the reserves.

Because the success of a gold-dredging venture must amortize the capital
investment and operating costs over the life expectancy of the deposit, with a
reasonable profit, the dredge is designed to meet the maximum requirements of
that deposit in regards to its physical characteristics. A primary considera
tion is the digging depth which in turn influences the hull design and pond
maneuverability requirements for efficient operation. A dredge that must dig
deeper than its design criteria to reach pay concentrated on bedrock loses
time and yardage capacity as the pond level is manipUlated to reach bedrock.
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A size analysis of the material to be dredged is also an important
consideration, as it influences size of the screen perforations and the split
between the sluice and stacker loads. This is important not only for gold
recovery considerations, but also for dredge operation. Too little screen
undersize out the tail sluices may not provide sufficient sand for spud anch
oring. On the other hand, too much sand could crowd the stern on downgrades,
requiring the dredge to turn and dig sand if an elevator was not available.
Stacker height and length are also contingent on size analysis data. The data
for these determinations is not available from the usual drilling program so
must be obtained from supplementary shaft or caisson sinking programs.

Data is also needed concerning pond control measures. This data is two
fold in that it concerns both the dredging operation and the recovery system.
The expected ground water level will determine if pumping is required, or the
amount of make-up water needed to keep the proper pond elevation for the
digging ladder to reach bedrock. As the recovery system obtains its water
supply from the dredge pond, an excessive amount of clay in the deposit raises
the pond pulp density, which is detrimental to gold recovery. This situation
would require a continuous fresh water supply into the pond with possible
pumping of slimes f rom the pond bottom.

Drill hole information also provides data concerning the bedrock grades
encountered, and consequently the dredge hull design tP..at allows it to manipu
late these grades. As an example, a shorter hull design is essential to
prevent the stern from resting on bottom when digging down steeper grades.

In some areas, soil analysis studies are also necessary to determine the
bank stability when dredging, especially when high banks are present from
overburden stripping. In this case, advance information is beneficial in
determining how far from the dredge limits overburden str ipping should be
carried out.

The amount and cost of overburden removal, barren gravel removal and
artificial thawing required are important considerations, as well as the time
required to keep these programs ahead of the dredging operations.

The capacity of a dredge is governed by the cubic foot voluTIle of its
buckets and the speed of the bucket line rotation. When all factors are
considered for the deposit and the dredge design, it is not necessarily true
that increased capacity is desirable from an economic viewpoint. If the
dredge is to be utilized in more than one deposit, consideration should also
be given to its versatility for alterations to suit. other conditions.

Dredge Operation

A dredge is a floating washing plant that carries its pond forward as it
progressively digs through a deposit. Screen oversize material is discharged
by a belt conveyor stacker, and screen undersize, after gold removal, exists
through tail sluices located on both sides of the stern.

Alaskan gold dredges are of the California type, with close connected
bucket lines ranging in capacity from 3 to 4 cubic foot buckets for the
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smaller units to 6 cubic foot for medium sized and 10 cubic foot for the
larger dredges. Because of the geographic isolation of many placer deposits,
diesel electric plants, located on board, are a common source of power. How
ever, some more modern dredges, if located near a power source, may be elec
trically operated with power input via rubber covered flexible power cables
from a shore-based transmission line.

Figure 8-1 shows an electrically operated 10 cubic foot dredge with power
supplied by cable supported by pontoons, as seen at the starboard stern of the
dredge. SCreen oversize is discharged through a long stacker conveyor system
necessitated by the relatively deep digging depth, and screen undersize is
processed on a double-deck sluice system, as shown by the double tail sluice
arrangement.

Although gold dredging is predominantly by bucket line operation, there
have been occasions when other types have been tried. Figure 8.2 shows a
converted mine sweeper operating as a suction dredge off the coast of the
Seward Peninsula. This operation did not prove to be economically successful,
and terminated after a short operational period. It is suspected that the
conventional sluice box recovery system may have been a contributing factor
where gold size and shape factors were not conducive to efficient recovery.

It is not the intent of this pUblication to give an explanation of the
actual digging process and method of maneuvering the dredge within the con
fines of its pond. This data, and other valuable information, is well docu
~ted in a Professional Thesis on Gold Dredging written by Patrick H. O'Neill

• The reader is referred to that document, on file in the University of
Alaska library, for details on actual operations.

Gold dredging in Northern climates does have operational problems not
encountered under more temperate climatic conditions. Placer mining in gener
al is a seasonal operation in which the available water supply is terminated
after freeze-up in the fall or early winter. Because a dredge operates in its
own pond, the operating season can be extended wi th a lesser amount of in
flowing water. Depending upon temperature conditions, a seasonal limit is
reached when pond ice conditions cause loss of maneuverability, or operating
cost becomes excessive due to low temperature.

A bucket line dredge is not capable of digging frozen ground for pro
longed periods of time, as this causes excessive wear on bucket lips and other
moving parts. In some parts of ~~aska, seasonal frost may reach depths of 5
to 6 feet which would delay spring start up time and shorten the mining
season. To counteract this, and give an earlier s~ring start, some operations
thawed the seasonal frost with steam points. This was calculated on a yardage
basis to a distance ahead of the dredge advance where solar thawing would
eliminate the seasonal frost.

If an early spring start up was planned, in addition to seasonal frost
thawing, it was necessary to remove ice from the pond to allow the dredge to
maneuver. To accomplish this, a boiler located aboard the dredge, supplied
stearn to ice cutters, as shown in Figure 8.3. These cutters, consisted of
rectangular shaped frames of pipe with hand perforations for stearn outlet in
the bottom segment. vfuen placed in the wooden supports they wculd thaw a cut
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Figure 8.1 10 Cubic Foot Rucketline Dredge

Figure 8.2 Suction ~rcdge Operatins Off-Shore
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Figure 8.3 Ice Cutting in Dredge Pond with Steam Cutters

Figure 8.4 Ice Removed from Pond with Dre~ge ~Jinches
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through the ice depth. Depending upon ice depth and dimensions cut, blocks of
ice weighing approximately two tons would be hoisted out of the pond by the
dredge winch system, shown in Figure 8.4. with completion of ice removal and
spring repair work, the dredge was ready for another mining season.

Recovery Systems

Dredge recovery systems may vary to some degree depending upon charac
teristics of the deposit and the gold, but basically consist of a trommel
screen as a sizing device and sluice boxes with or without jigs as recovery
units.

As the buckets rollover the upper tumbler and discharge into the hopper,
they are subjected to a high pressure water spray for cleaning action. The
hopper, in turn, feeds a trommel screen where washing and sizing occurs. The
size of the screen, speed of rotation, slope, amount of washing action from
high pressure sprays and size of screen perforations are governed by the
capacity of the dredge and characteristics of the deposit. In general, ap
proximately a 50-50 split is obtained between screen oversize and undersize.

Depending upon dredge size the sluice arrangement may be single-deck or
double-deck. In either case, a splitter located directly under and parallel
to the screen length distributes the screen undersize pUlp to port and star
board sluices. Depending upon the amount of screen washing water used, addi
tional water may be needed at the distributor to assure proper flow for
sluicing action.

The gold recovery system on smaller and older dredges usually consists of
sluice boxes arranged perpendicular to the screen length on both sides of the
screen. These transverse sluices discharge at right angles to longitudinal
sluices for final pulp discharge from the dredge. Both transverse and longi
tudinal sluices generally utilize hungarian riffles of angle iron construction
or of typical wood construction, shown in Figure 8.5. Amalgamation mayor may
not be practiced, but if so usually consists of mercury traps located at the
head of each sluice box, also illustrated in Figure 8.5.

A larger, more modern dredge designed for the condi tions inherent in a
specific deposit may have a more sophisticated and complicated recovery sys
tem. An example of this is given in Figure 8.6 which shows the port, upper
deck arrangement which is duplicated on the starboard side. This system,
which includes jigs, sluices and amalgamation, is depicted in flowsheet form,
Figure 8.7, for the port half of the flow. The jigs in this arrangement make
a continuous concentrate which flows over the amalgam trays for gold recovery.
Amalgam can be picked up daily, or as needed, consistent with gold accumula
tion. Riffle cleanup in the sluices is on a scheduled basis with cleanup
procedure similar to any sluice box operation.

For a more detailed description to include amalgam retorting and proces
sing of the gotf9pullion, a Professional Thesis ti tIed Dredge Metallurgy by
Frank Redmond gives a comprehensive coverage. This document is available
in the University of l~aska library.
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STANDARD DREDGE RIFFLES
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FIGURE 8.7
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~ <DNSIDERATIOOS

Regulations

The Water Pollution Control Act Ammendment became public Law 92-500 on
OCtober 18, 1972. This Act, administered by the Federal Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA), has the objective of restoring and maintaining the chemi
cal, physical and biological integrity of the nation's waters. As a result of
this Act, both Federal and state agencies were charged with the responsibility
of establishing interim and permanent guidelines to accomplish the national
goal of eliminating the discharge of pollutants into navigable waters by 1985.

To meet this national goal the following criteria was established:

(1) The application of the best practicable control technology currently
available (BPCTCA) should be established by July 1, 1977.

(2) The application of the best available technology economically
achievable (BAT~J should be established by July 1, 1983.

The interim and permanent guidelines established by this Act will result
in regulations that have far reaching effects on the mining industry. This is
especially true in Alaskan placer mines that to a large degree ~re comprised
of small family-type operations that have neither the financial structure nor
the technical personnel to apply the best available technology (BAT). The
technology is available to meet these ends, but is not economically achievable
within the means of the small-scale operator. The solution to this issue then
requires the understanding and cooperative efforts of the regUlating agencies
and the placer miners.

Interim effluent guidelines for all types of IDlnlng, with the exception
of coal, were published by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1975.
This was followed by the National Pollution Discharge Elimination Systems
(~lPDES) as a mechanism of compliance to the requirements of the Act. Accord
ingly, the requirements for all water discharges from placer operations are
presented in permits which stipulate the following criteria:

(1) Reasonable steps will be taken by the permittee to reduce the amount
of organic and inorganic solids discharged into navigable waters.

(2) The permittee shall provide safe passage of fish around or through
the mining area.

(3) The permittee must not cause an increase in turbidity level greater
than 25 Jackson Turbidity Units (JTU) above the receiving water
level. This turbidity is to be measured at a Foint 500 feet down
stream from the final discharge.

(4) One of the following conditions must be met by the permittee:

(a) Provide settling r~nd(s) of sufficient capacity to contain the
maximum volume of water used in anyone day's operation. This
alternative requires nc monitoring.
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(b) The maximum daily concentration of settleable solids from the
mining operation shall not exceed 0.2 mI. of solids per liter
of effluent. This alternative requires monthly sampling by the
permittee with an annual report.

with the establishment of the NPDES program, the State of l'~aska was
given the choice of administering that program or establishing its own. The
latter alternative was chosen, and resulted in the formation of the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC).

Authority for adoption of State Water Quality Standards was vested in the
ADEC by the Alaska State Legislature in Alaska statutes 46, Chapter 3. As a
result, Alaska Water Quality Standards designed to identify the uses of the
state's waters and set criteria for man-induced changes in natural water
quality was established as Title 18, Chapter 70 of the Alaska Administrative
Code in OCtober 1973 and amended in 1979.

The Alaska Water Quality Standards are essentially the same as those of
the EPA, a~~ the NPDES permits require certification by the ADEC. These
standards ) also stipulate water quali ty limitations regulating man-made
alterations to the state's waters, Table 8, schedule of compliance, monitor
ing, reporting and management responsibilities.

Permits

In addition to the NPDES discharge permit required by EPA and ADEC, the
placer miner is faced with a variety of other permit requirements resulting
from federal and state laws concerned with the control of land and water.

To centralize permi t information into one publication for interested
parties, the Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development, in con
junction with the Dep~~Jment of Environmental Conservation, has issued a
Directory of Permits • ThiE document, revised routinely, is helpful in
supplying a one place information source so miners can contact the appropriate
federal or state agency for perIni t application. Table 9 lists a summary of
permit requirements for land and water use that may apply to a placer mining
operation.

Settling Ponds

The major irepact of placer mInIng operations on water quality is due to
the increased turbidity caused by settleable and suspended solids in the sand,
silt and clay fractions of the overburden and gravel layers.

The solid content of placer mining discharge waters is composed basically
of a settleable and nonsettleable fraction. The former consists of those
particles whose settling velocity is greater than the flow velocity of the
carrying stream. This of course depends upon the size, shape and specific
gravity of the particles mld velocity of the flow. Settling will occur when
the sluice box discharge water enters an area of less shallow stream gradi~nt

or a pool of quiescent water.
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TARLE 8

Water Quality Criteria, Alaska Waters [ 3 ]
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TABLE 9

Summ~y of Permit Requirements for Mining and Water Use [ 2 ]

Agency

Type of

pprrnit Lead Ti.me

Permit

Duration

Area of

Application Remarks

Alaska Dept t1ining Prior to Annually Statewide License Applies

of Revenue License Mining to Mine Revenue

Season

Tax Return Prior to Statewide Tax on Net

April 30 of

Next Year
-------
Alaska Dept Placer Mining 15 to 30 Annually Anadromous

~ of Natural Assessment Days Fish Watersw
\0

Resources Work Request

LocAtion None Annually All State Annual Labor

Notice Uplands Statement

----
Required

\vater Use Prior to Perpetual All ~-Jaters

Permit Hining

Season

t-1i scellaneous Prior to For Duration State-owned

Land Use Per- Start-up of HLUP Lands

mit and Ronds

Alteration of Pri.or to

\·vater Course Field

or Water Body Season
-



TARLE 9 cont'd

Summary of Permit Requirements for Mining and Water Use

-~--------------_.

Agency

Type of

Permit Lead Time

Permit

Duration

Area of

Application Remarks

Alaska Dept Anadromous

of Fish and Fish

Game Protection
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________. . ~xp ire s

U.S. Forest Intent to Prior to

Service
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Operate Mining

Season

Annually National
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Lands

Requires a

~vorking Plan



If the size distribution of solid material, the amount of solids pro
cessed in a unit of time and the stream velocity are known, it is possible to
calculate the weight of settleable solids that may be deposited in a stream or
settling pond. However, this information is not as meaningful as a determina
tion of the volume of solids.

According to the NPDES permit requirements, the mine operator has the
choice of constructing a settling pond with sufficient capacity to contain the
water supply of anyone day's operation, or monitoring the volume of settle
able solids at a point prior to entering the State's waters. The latter
requires taking a daily grab sample which, to meet Water Quality Standards,
cannot exceed 0.2 mI. of solids per liter of effluent. Procedure for nlonitor
ing is:

(1) Fill an Imhoff cone to the liter mark with a well mixed effluent
sample.

(2) Allow the sample to settle for 45 minutes. Then gently stir the
sides of the cone with a rod, or spin the cone.

(3) Allow the sample to settle for 15 minutes longer. Record the volume
of settled solids as mI. per liter.

Nonsettleable solids consist of material commonly called colloidal par
ticles that may either stay in suspension or settle out only after long
periods of time under unagitated conditions. These particles are the major
source of difficulty to the miner in meeting the turbidity requirements set
forth in the NPEDS permit.

The turbidity analysis is based on the optical property of light either
absorbed, Jackson Turbidity Unit (JTU), or scattered, Nephelometric Turbidity
Uni t (NTU), as it passes through the sample. Because the light absorbed or
scattered is influenced by size, shape and refractive index of the solid
particles, it is not a true index of the weight or volume of solids in suspen
sion. Flat, platey schist particles and the smaller particles with a greater
total specific area will result in higher turbidity readings per unit of
weight. Unfortunately, these characteristics are also detrimental to the
settling velocities needed in settling pond action.

A settling pond, if of sufficient area, would probably produce an over
flow that would meet EPA and ~.DEC stipulations regarding settleable solids,
but it is extremely doubtful that turbidity requi.rements could be maintained
without the addition of flocculating agents.

Wherever practical, luaska placer miners are constructing settling ponds
in an attempt to meet the requirements of the ~~DES permit regarding effluent
discharge. In some cases, this invclves a closed circuit system in which
effluent discharge into the receiving stream is minimized. The recent trend
of sizing material prior to entering the sluice box is also helpful as it
reduces the amount of water needed in the sluicing operation.

In recognition of the problems facing the placer miners to meet the State
~later Quality Standards, the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
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GNDEC) has been conducting studies concerned with the application of(iet51i%~

fX)nds. This information and other publications of this Department ' ,
provide helpful guidelines to the miner.

Because each individual operation is different in regard to mining me
thod, characteristics of the gravel, water availability and general topo
graphy, one standard solution will not be economically achievable for every
operation. with this understanding, and a spirit of cooperation, placer
mining can remain a viable industry within reasonable Water Quality Standards.
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UNITS OF MEAStJlillo1ENT AND CONVERSION

Water Measurements

1 Gallon (US) = 231 Cubic Inches

= 0.1337 Cubic Feet

= 8.33 Pounds

1 Cubic Foot = 1728 Cubic Inches

= 7.48 Gallons

= 62.4 Pounds

1 Miners Inch = 2160 Cubic Feet

Day (f\lID) = 16,200 Gallons

= 134,900 Pounds

1 CU. Ft./Sec. = 40 Miners Inches in PJ.aska

Length Measurements

= 3 Feet

= 36 Inches

= 16.5 Feet

= 5.5 Yards

= 5,280 Feet

= 1,760 Yards

= 320 Rods

1 Meter

1 Foot

1 Yard

1 Rod

1 lIJ.le

u.s.

= 12 Inches

__ Metric ~

1 Centimeter = 10 Millimeters

= 100 Centimeters

= 1000 lTlffi.

1 Kilometer = 1000 Meters

= 100,000 an

= 1,000,000 lTlffi.
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Square Measurements

u.s. Metric

1 Sq. Ft. = 144 Sq. In. 1 Sq. Qn. = 100 Sq. Mm.

1 Sq. Yd. = 9 Sq. Ft. 1 Sq. M.• = 10,000 Sq. Qn.

= 1296 Sq. In. 1 Sq. K. = 1,000,000 Sq. M.

1 Acre = 43,560 Sq. Ft.

= 4,840 Sq. Yds.

1 Sq. Mi. = 640 Acres

= 1 Section

Weight Measurements

1 Gram

1 Kilogram

u.s.

1 Pound = 16 Ounces

1 Short T. = 2000 Pounds

1 Long T. = 2240 Pounds

1 S'IU = 20 Pounds

Short Ton Unit

_____._J1e.t.r.i.c....- _

= 1000 Milligrams

= 1000 Grams

= 1,000,000 rngs.

1 Metric Ton = 1000 Kilograms

= 1,000,000 grams

Volume Measurements

u.S. ___.________ Metric ---

I Cu. Ft. = 1728 CU. In. 1 Liter = 1000 Milliliters

= 7.48 u.s. Gal. = 1000 ec.

1 Cu. Yd. _. 27 CU. Ft. 1 Cu. ~ieter = 1,000,000 Cc.

_. 46,656 Cu. In. = 1000 Cu. Liters
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CDNVERSION FACIDRS u.s. ill ~mTRIC SYSTEl-1

u.s. X = MEiIRIC

Gallons 3.785 Liters

U.S. Gallons 0.833 Imperial Gallons

CUbic Feet 0.0283 CUbic Meters

Cubic Inches 16.383 Cubic centimeters

Miles 1.6093 Kilaneters

Yards 0.9144 Meters

Feet 0.3048 Meters

Inches 2.54 Centimeters

Inches 25.4 Millimeters

Square Miles 2.59 Square Kilaneters

Acres 0.00405 Square Kilaneters

Square Yards 0.8361 Square Meters

Square Feet 0.0929 Square Meters

Square Feet 929.0 Square Centimeters

Square Inches 6.452 Square Centimeters

Square Inches 645.2 Square Mill~eters

Tons (Long) 1016 Kilograms

Tons (Short) 907.185 Kilograms

Pounds 0.454 Kilograms

Pounds 454 Grams

CUbic Yards 0.765 Cubic Meters•
Cubic Feet 0.02832 Cubic Meters

Cubic Feet 2832 Cubic Centimeters

Cubic Inches 1639 CUbic Centimeters
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Troy Weight Measurements

1 Troy Pound

1 Troy Ounce

1 PennyweiaJht

1 Ton (Av.)

= 12 Troy Ounces

= 0.823 Av. Pounds

= 5,760 Grains

= 31,1035 Grams

= 480 Grains

= 20 Pennyweight

= 24 Grains

= 29,166 Troy Ounces
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TABLE OF YARDAGE FAC'IDRS

Depth Depth Depth
~ Factor ~ Factor ~ Factor

1 0.037 37 1.370 73 2.704
2 0.074 38 1.407 74 2.741
3 0.111 39 1.444 75 2.778
4 0.148 40 1.481 76 2.815
5 0.185 41 1.518 77 2.852
6 0.222 42 1.555 78 2.889
7 0.259 43 1.593 79 2.926
8 0.296 44 1.630 80 2.963
9 0.333 45 1.667 81 3.000

10 0.370 46 1.704 82. 3.037
11 0.407 47 1.741 83 3.074
12 0.444 48 1.778 84 3.111
13 0.481 49 1.815 85 3.148
14 0.518 50 1.852 86 3.185
15 0.555 51 1.889 87 3.222
16 0.593 52 1.926 88 3.259
17 0.630 53 1.963 89 3.296
18 0.667 54 2.000 90 3.333
19 0.704 55 2.037 91 3.370
20 0.741 56 2.074 92 3.407
21 0.778 57 2.111 93 3.444
22 0.815 58 2.148 94 3.481
23 0.852 59 2.185 95 3.518
24 0.889 60 2.222 96 3.555
25 0.926 61 2.259 97 3.593
26 0.963 62 2.296 98 3.630
27 1.000 63 2.333 99 3.667
28 1.037 64 2.370 100 3.704
29 1.074 65 2.407 Proportional Parts
30 1.111 66 2.444 0.1 0.0037
31 1.148 67 2.481 0.2 0.0074
32 1.185 68 2.518 0.3 0.0111
33 1.222 69 2.555 0.4 0.0148
34 1.259 70 2.593 0.5 0.0185
35 1.296 71 2.630 0.6 0.0222
36 1.333 72 2.667 0.7 0.0259

0.8 0.0296
0.9 0.0370
1.0 0.0370
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~ - Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation

Alluyial - Transported by and deposited by flowing water.

Amalgamation - The process in which mercury is combined with an elerr:ent such
as gold to facilitate its recovery.

Artificial thawing - When cold water or steam is used to thaw frozen ground in
place of the natural thawing process.

Astroturf - An indoor-outdoor type carpeting that has been successfully
employed to recover fine gold in sluice boxes.

Avoirdupois - System of weights used in the United States where one pound Av.
= 16 ounces.

Barren gravel - A gravel deposit or layer that does not contain gold.

~ - Best Available Technology. Terminology used by EPA.

BATEA - Best Available Technology Economically Achievable. Terminology used
by EPA.

Bedrock - Solid rock that may outcrop or be overlain by overburden or
unconsolidated material.

Bedrock Sluice - A sluice box that is situated on top of bedrock to allow
gravel to be washed or pushed into it without the neccessity of being ele
vated.

Bonanza - A miners I phrase indicating a rich or very profitable orebody.

BPCTCA - Best Practical Control Technology Currently Available. Terminology
used by EPA.

Bucketline dredge - A linked connection to form an endless line of buckets
traveling between the lower and the upper tumblers on the digging ladder.

By-Product - An additional product produced while recovering the primary
product.

Casing - Steel pipe driven ahead of drilling to prevent sluff of the drill
hole walls in thawed ground.

Churn drill - A drill utilizing a heavy string of tools with a chisel bit. A
reciprocating motion causes a raising and dropping action to pUlverize the
material at the hole bottan.
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Classification - Process of separating particles in a fluid or air by virtue
of their size, shape and specific gravity. Usually applied to particles too
small to be sized by screening.

Classifier - A device used to separate particles by means of their size, shape
and specific gravities.

Color - A fine particle of gold visible with the naked eye.

Component - A part of the whole. As an example, gold is a component of a
placer deposit.

Concentrate - The valuable component of a recovery process or the accumulation
of valuable minerals in a natural process.

Consolidated - When loose or soft materials become firm and coherent by
natural or rnan~de processes.

Crushing - Size reduction into particles that are still relatively coarse in
dimensions.

CYclone - A classifying device utilizing centrifugal force in a water or air
media to effect a size separation.

Debris - Broken material caused by erosional forces, floating or other
material transported by flowing water or man-made wastes injected into a
natural process.

Decomposed bedrock - Hard bedrock that has been altered and softened by
weathering action.

Density - Mass of a substance per unit of volume. As examples, grams/cc. or
pounds/cu. ft.

Deposition - Accumulation of silt, sand, gravel or rocks by water, wind or
volcanic action.

Detrital - Material released by weathering and subsequently transported,
sorted and deposited by natural forces. Placers are detrital deposits.

DiSSeminated - Fragments dispersed within another solid mass.

Diversion~ - Water that has been channeled away from the main stream and
dammed for a specific purpose.

Drift mining - A placer deposit worked by underground methods.

Driye~ - A sharp edged coupling attached to the bottom of the first casing
section to act as a cutting edge.

Elevated sluice - A sluice box elevated on trusses to facilitate tailing
disposal. Usually fed by a dragline.
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Eluvial - Disintegration of rock in place. No water transportation indicated.

~ - Environmental Protection Agency. A Federal government agency.

Erosion - The physical and chemical processes by which rock is removed from
the earth's crust.

expanded metal - Large opening, diamond shaped screen material used as a cover
to hold down astroturf or other fabric in a sluice box.

Fineness - A designation of the purity of gold where 1000 is pure gold.

Fluvial - Produced by stream or river action.

Gangue - Waste or useless material in an ore or placer deposit.

~ sample - A randomly selected hand sample.

Grade - The amount of valuable element in a depositor products to or from a
concentration process. Also slope of a stream sluice box etc. from the
horizontal.

Gradient - The rate of change of slope with distance.

Gravel - Water worn rock fragments roughly minus 4" plus 1/4" in size.

Gravity - The force causing substances to fall to the earth.

Gravity concentration - utilization of the differences in specific gravities
of minerals to effect a separation usually in a water media.

Gravity ditch - A man-made channel to collect and transport water for mining
operations where flow is by ditch gradient.

Grinding - Size reduction into relatively fine particles.

Grizzly - A coarse screening device composed of parallel rods or bars.

Head - An expression of pressure. As an example, a foot of water head is the
pressure of water fram a column one foot in height.

Head sample - Sample taken fram the feed to a concentrating system.

Hungarian riffles - Transverse riffles with an overlap on the downstream side.

Hydration - The process of adding water to a substance. Minerals are altered
by the hydration process.

Hydraulic giant - A device used to direct water under pressure for the purpose
of stripping or mining. Also hydraulic monitor.

Hydraulic striQping - Removing of overburden with a directed stream of water.
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Jig - A gravi ty concentration device that imparts a pUlsion-suction action
through a screen to separate minerals.

~ - Jackson Turbidity Unit. A measure of turbidity determined by the amount
of light absorbed by solid particles in a water media.

Leaching - Extraction of soluable materials by a liquid media. May be a
natural or a man~de process.

Liberated .9.QJ.Q. - Gold that has been freed from its physical bonding with other
minerals.

Limit - The economic horizontal limits of a deposit. Left limit is the left
side looking downstream and the Right limit is the right side.

Lode - The occurrence of a valuable mineral-bearing body in the country rock.
Vein, fissure etc.

Longitudinal riffles - Riffles placed in a sluice box parallel to the sluice
box length and pulp flow direction.

Longitudinal sluice - Sluice boxes on a dredge or washing plant placed to
discharge in the same direction as screen oversize.

Malleable - The property of a substance that allows it to be readily shaped
without rupture or fracture.

Manifold - The water discharge pipe in a sluice plate having a number of
outlets.

Meander - The looplike bends in the course of a stream that develop at a
relatively flat gradient.

Mesh - The number of openings in a sieve per lineal inch.

M...L. - Miners Inch. A rate of water flow equal to 11.25 gallons per minute of
1.5 cubic feet per minute.

M.leD. - Miners Inch Day. A volume of water equal to 16,200 gallons or 2,160
cubic feet.

Middling - A product of a concentration process that can be economically
processed to produce another concentrate.

Mining Section - The depth of gravel, including bedrock, that is to be mined
in a placer deposit.

Muck - The unconsolidated fine silt overburden covering Alaskan placer
deposits.

NPDES - National Pollution Discharge Elimination System. Terminology used by
EPA.
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ml! - Nephelometric Turbidity Unit. A measure of turbidity determined by the
amount of light scattered by solid particles in a water media.

~ cut - A mining process in which the working area is at the surface, also
called open pit.

Qyerburden - Material, consolidated or unconsolidated, that overlies a mineral
deposit.

~ horizon - The vertical section in a placer deposit containing sufficient
gold to be of economic value.

Pa,ystreak - The horizontal limits of economic value in a placer deposit.

Placer - An alluvial or glacial deposit containing gold platinum or other
minerals of value.

~ - A mixture of solids and water capable of flowing as a fluid.

Punch plate - A plate through which holes have been drilled or punched to form
a screen.

Representatiye sample - A small portion taken so that it has the same physical
and chemical characteristics as the larger mass.

Residual - Remaining in place, but some constituents have been removed by
chemical weathering.

~ - Particles of detrital material finer than gravel size. Roughly minus
1/4" by 200 mesh.

Settleable solids - Solid particles that will settle in still water or a
flowing stream.

Settling pond - A natural or artificial pond in which solid particles will
settle out of suspension.

Settling velocity - The rate at which solid particles settle in a fluid as
influenced by size, shape and specific gravity.

~ - Material finer than sand in size. May include terminology of slimes.

Sized~ - Material that has been screened or classified prior to a process.

Sluice - To mine or wash with water. Also used synonomously with sluice box.

Sluice box - The rectangular shaped launder, containing riffles, that is used
as a gold recovery system in placer mining.

Sluice plate - A feed hopper at the head of a sluice box used as a IDIxIng and
waShing zone for gravel and water feed. Also called a "sli.ckplate".
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Slurry - A mixture of solids and liquid with a capability of viscous flow.
Often used synonamously with the term pulp.

Solar thawing - Natural thawing process with the sun and ambient temperature.

SPecific gravity - The weight of a substance as compared to the weight of an
equal volume of water at 4 degrees C.

spiral Classifier - A classifier using a helicoidal screw to convey the set
tled particles from the tank.

Stationary grizzly - SCreening device with parallel bars or rods relying on
slope only for particle movement.

Sub-level striQPing - Removal of overburden by hydraulic means where stripping
is below drainage level. Slurry must be elevated to drain.

Suction dredge - A dredge in which material is excavated to the surface by a
suction pump.

Suspended solids - Solids in still or flowing water that do not have
sufficient settling velocity to settle from suspension.

Tailing - The waste or valueless material from a concentration process.

Tenor - The grade or amount of valuable material in a deposit.

Transyerse riffles - Riffles placed in a sluice box perpendicular to the pulp
flow.

ItQy ounce - A unit of weight for precious metals equal to 31.1035 grams, 480
grains or 20 pennyweight.

Turbidity - Disturbance of transparency of water by solid particles.

Unconsolidated - Loose or uncemented material such as gravel, sand and clay in
a placer deposit.

Undercurrent - A system whereby undersize material in a sluice box is
separated from coarser sizes. This allows a decreased volume of water in the
recovery of fine gold.

Unsized~ - Where run-of-mine material is fed directly to the sluice box
without prior sizing.

Vibrating grizzly - A screening device with parallel bars or rods activated
with an eccentric nlotion to transport oversize and increase screening
efficiency.

Vibrating screen - A woven wire or punch plate screen oscillated by mechanical
or electrical means.

Virgin ground - Ground that has not previously be~n mined.
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Washing plant - Any system of washing, screening and gravity concentration.
Usually refers to a dryland plant with sizing, sluicing and tailing stacking
facilities in placer operations.
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